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1 Executive Summary
This document provides the initial design and subsystem specifications for the optical
interconnect platforms, architectures and protocols that are targeted for HPC &
DataCenters within the PhoxTrot project. The contents of this document comprise
Deliverable 3.1: “Initial Design and Subsystem Specifications for Platforms, Architectures
and Protocols for HPC & DataCenters” as defined in the PhoxTrot Description of Work.
Deliverable 3.1 and draws from the work carried out within tasks T3.2, T3.3, T3.4 and T3.5
within the first 9 months of the PhoxTrot project.

2 Introduction
2.1 Deliverable definition
Deliverable 3.1 is defined as follows in the PhoxTrot Description of Work.
Deliverable number Deliverable title
Lead beneficiary number Estimated indicative
person months
Nature Dissemination level Delivery date
D 3.1 Initial design and subsystem specs for platforms, architectures and protocols for HPC
& DataCenters
3 (Xyratex) 20.00 Report Public M10
Initial design and subsystem specs for platforms, architectures and protocols for HPC &
DataCenters:
Objective/scope: This deliverable consists of two major parts:
1) Initial design and subsystem specs of On-board / Board-to-Board / Rack-to-Rack
prototype platforms (lead beneficiary: XR)
2) Architectures and protocols for HPC and DataCenters (lead beneficiary: CTI).
Methodology, Results: Initial design and subsystem specs of On-board prototype platform
will be provided by Task3.3 (lead beneficiary: XR); initial design and subsystem specs of
Board-to-Board prototype platform will be provided by Task3.4 (lead beneficiary: DAS);
initial design and subsystem specs of Rack-to-Rack prototype platform will be provided
Task3.5 (lead beneficiary: PartnerXXX (formerly Finisar, replaced subsequently by TE
Connectivity); Architectures and protocols for HPC and DataCenters will be provided by
Task3.2 (lead beneficiary: CTI).
Associated task(s): Task3.2, Task3.3, Task3.4 and Task3.5
Contributing beneficiaries: All
Following the unplanned departure of Finisar prior to the project start, significant efforts
were undertaken by the coordinators and partners to identify and recruit a suitable
replacement partner. TE Connectivity have recently joined the PhoxTrot consortium to take
on the commitments originally assigned to Finisar. As they joined only recently, they have
understandably not had the time to produce the system specifications for a proposed rackto-rack prototype platform and will require some months to complete this. Therefore the
section on a rack-to-rack prototype platform is not included in this report and will be
submitted separately at a later stage.
29.08.2013
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2.2 Amendments to platform definition wording
It was proposed and agreed at the General Meeting in February 2013, that the names of
the “On-board” and “Board-to-board” prototype platform groups would be changed to
“Multimode” and “Singlemode” demonstration platform groups respectively, as both onboard and board-to-board interconnect solutions will be pursued in both demonstrator
groups so the original names would have been confusing and restrictive. There is no
change to the associated technology aims for these demonstration platforms apart from
the additional option of investigating and implementing board-to-board connectivity
between multimode optical interconnect platforms.

2.3 Document structure
The present deliverable is split into seven major chapters:
Introduction
Deliverable Summary
Multimode Demonstration Platform
Singlemode Demonstration Platform
Architectures and protocols for HPC and DataCenters
Appendix: Review of optical interconnects for HPC and Data Center architectures

2.4 Audience
Security Notice
This document contains confidential proprietary information. None of the information shall
be divulged to persons other than partners of the FP7 PhoxTrot project (EU Grant
Agreement Number: 318240), authorized by the nature of their duties to receive such
information, or individuals of organizations authorized by the PhoxTrot coordinators, in
accordance with PhoxTrot Consortium Agreement.

3 Initial Design and Subsystem Specifications for Platforms,
Architectures and Protocols for HPC & DataCenters
Summary
This document is provided in satisfaction of the requirements of Deliverable 3.1: “Initial
Design and Subsystem Specifications for Platforms, Architectures and Protocols for HPC &
DataCenters” as defined in the PhoxTrot Description of Work, which was completed and
submitted on schedule by the deadline M10.
This deliverable provides a comprehensive set of initial design and subsystem specifications
for the MM and SM optical interconnect platforms that are targeted for HPC & Data
Centers within the PhoxTrot project and includes a detailed discussion on the appropriate
architectures and protocols within HPC and Data Centers. This deliverable draws from the
work carried out within tasks T3.2, T3.3 and T3.4 within the first 9 months of the PhoxTrot
project.
29.08.2013
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In section 4, the initial design and requirements specifications for the proposed Multimode
optical interconnect platforms will be provided including full parameter sets, target data
centre subsystems, protocol definitions and a preliminary optical power budget and margin
analysis based on estimated loss parameters.
In section 5, the first level of specifications from each component and subsystem within the
proposed Singlemode optical interconnect platform is gathered in order to provide an
initial estimation of the total losses and to enable the designs for the physical layout,
components and 3D integration to be commenced.
In section 6, the methodology is presented for evaluating interconnect architectures within
different hierarchy levels in next generation HPC and Datacenter systems based on the
estimated performance benefits, gains and limitations of the proposed Phoxtrot technology
specifications.
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4 Multimode Demonstration Platform
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Scope
In this section, the initial design and requirements specifications for the proposed
Multimode optical interconnect platforms will be provided including full parameter sets,
target data centre subsystems, protocol definitions and a preliminary optical power budget
and margin analysis based on estimated loss parameters.

4.1.2 Demonstrator integration into data storage platform
Xyratex developed proposals for a Multimode optical interconnect platform based on a
data storage system controller card, which would allow the demonstrator card to serve as a
modular component within a functional data centre subsystem.
In order to be properly integrated into a data storage system, key design considerations
included:
 Appropriate data storage system architectures - high availability dual star
topologies
 Relevant communication protocols - Serial Attached SCSI protocol (dominant
protocol in data storage systems)
 Key storage controller components, most notably SAS expanders and the
associated firmware required to configure PHYs to accommodate the optical
interconnect compliant mode of the SAS protocol (optical OOB).
 Data storage enclosures from the Xyratex portfolio, which would be most
suitable to incorporate the proposed demonstrator boards
Two potential target data storage enclosures have been identified from the Xyratex
product portfolio as contenders to accommodate these demonstrator cards: “OneStor®
4U24” and “OneStor® 2U24” (Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden
werden.). Each enclosure can accommodate 2 of the same controller card types and the
same number of disk drive carriers (24), however one enclosure (4U24) is twice the height
of the other. If an embedded electro-optical midplane can also be designed to provide
optical connectivity between the two internal demonstrator cards, the option of a larger
enclosure and therefore larger internal midplane might be useful to address potential space
constrictions.

Figure 1: a) OneStor® 4U24, 24 Hard Disk Drives and 4U high, b) OneStor® 2U24 with 24 Hard Disk
Drives and 2U high
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4.1.3 Demonstrator designations
Following extensive discussion of the outline requirements with the design stakeholders,
most notably C-EOS and TTM, it was confirmed at the General Meeting in June 2013, that
2 types of Multimode demonstration boards would be developed with embedded
multimode waveguides. These will be designated “MM_Demo1” and “MM_Demo2”.
Furthermore, an electro-optical midplane will also be developed to enable optical
connectivity between two boards within a data storage enclosure. This midplane would be
designated MM_Demo3. This will be contingent on the successful development of an
optical multimode board-to-board connector.
If these separate demonstrator cards are brought together and successfully incorporated
into a modified data storage enclosure, the full enclosure will have a special designation
with a 3-digit number based on the internal card combination therein (Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.).
E.g. MM_Demo131 would be the designation for a data storage enclosure incorporating
two MM_Demo1 cards connected to a MM_Demo3 electro-optical midplane. Likewise
MM232 would be the designation for a data storage enclosure incorporating two
MM_Demo2 cards connected to a MM_Demo3 electro-optical midplane. Mixing of both
types of daughtercard would also be possible (MM_Demo132 and MM_Demo231).
Table 1: Multimode optical interconnect platform designations

Designation

Description

MM_Demo1

Simple optical interconnect platform with 2 electro-optical router
chips connected to a comprehensive variety of optical interconnect
groups

MM_Demo2

Complex optical interconnect platform combining data storage
controller with 2 electro-optical router chips connected to a
comprehensive variety of optical interconnect groups

MM_Demo3

Electro-optical midplane. Details on this are still very preliminary as
the design will depend on the optical backplane connector solution
devised. Two options are presented

MM_Demo131

Full demonstrator platform comprising 2 MM_Demo1 boards
connected to a MM_Demo3 midplane within a data storage system
enclosure

MM_Demo232

Full demonstrator platform comprising 2 MM_Demo2 boards
connected to a MM_Demo3 midplane within a data storage system
enclosure

MM_Demo132

Full demonstrator platform comprising 1 MM_Demo1 board and 1
MM_Demo2 board connected to a MM_Demo3 midplane within a data
storage system enclosure. According to this designation MM_Demo1
will be in the top controller slot in and MM_Demo2 will be in the
bottom controller slot in the enclosure.

29.08.2013
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MM_Demo231

Full demonstrator platform comprising 1 MM_Demo2 board and 1
MM_Demo1 board connected to a MM_Demo3 midplane within a data
storage system enclosure. According to this designation MM_Demo2
will be in the top controller slot and MM_Demo1 will be in the bottom
controller slot.

4.2 Parameter specifications
The parameter sets required to fully specify the MM demo card will include:
 Opto-electronic router chip parameters
o E.g. module power consumption, channel data rate
 Communication protocols
o Internal data storage communications protocol (Serial Attached SCSI, PCIe)
o Optical OOB mode configurations
 Photonic interface
o Lasers, photodiode and associated electronics
o E.g. VCSEL emission characteristics, receiver characteristics (PD and TIA/LA),
power consumption
 Electro-optical PCB
o Stack-up parameters for complex hybrid copper and optical PCB
 Embedded waveguides
o Waveguide geometry, NA, material characteristics, dispersion characteristics,
routing, optical waveguide design rules
 Optical coupling and connector interfaces
o Optical losses at coupling interfaces between waveguides and chips, testport and edge connectors
o Waveguide edge connector parameters enabling board to board connectivity
o Test port interface enabling direct external optical test cable attachment to
PCB embedded waveguides (either through in-plane or out-of-plane
attachment)
 Data storage platform parameters
o Modified controller card design requirements
o Expander configurations

Figure 2: Parameter sets required for final MM demonstrator specifications
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4.2.1 Data storage system architectures
The interconnect topology of high speed, high reliability (enterprise class) data storage
systems is typically defined by a passive dual star configuration, whereby, each data
storage device supports two duplex data links on the midplane, one to each of at least two
separate controller modules. As a current example the Storage Bridge Bay Specification [1],
which defines mechanical, electrical and low-level enclosure management requirements for
an enclosure controller slot, allows for a maximum of 48 disk drives in a given data storage
system enclosure, each supporting two duplex links to each of two controller modules,
with a further 17 duplex links directly connecting the controllers to each other. The
midplane of a 48 drive storage array would therefore, have to accommodate 113 duplex
links or 226 high speed transmission lines. Furthermore there is an enhancement of the
drive interface standard in development [2], which allows up to four independent duplex
links per drive scaling the number of high speed links on the data storage midplane
accordingly. The level of fault tolerance and scalability offered by these topologies forces
increased complexity and cost into the midplane, particularly when interconnect protocols
define serial data rates beyond 20 Gb/s.

4.2.2 Communication protocols in data storage systems
Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) is a point to point bus protocol, which defines the speed with which
data is conveyed between the peripheral devices in a storage system environment. The SAS
roadmap [3] currently defines a serial data rate of 12 Gb/s and is set to double to 24 Gb/s by 2016.
PCI Express is also gaining prominence as an alternative drive interface, specifically for Solid State
Drives. PCI Express 3.0, which is currently implemented, is specified to run at a serial data rate of 8
Gb/s.
There are a number of factors, which will limit the operational bit rate of the high speed links on
a commercial copper midplane. Dielectric absorption and skin effect are the key loss mechanisms
on a copper trace [4], which cause an increase in signal attenuation with frequency, while electromechanical connectors introduce parasitic capacitance and inductance effects, and conductive vias
between layers within the printed circuit board can act as impedance stubs giving rise to partial
reflections in the signal path [5], [6]. At signal data rates of 24 Gb/s and higher, additional design
measures need to be taken into account including the use of lower dielectric loss PCB substrates,
skew and loss controlled electro-mechanical connectors and enhanced via control techniques such
as back-drilling or buried vias [7–9]. In order to mitigate rising crosstalk, copper channels will need
to be moved further apart, however, due to the spatial constraints of modern enclosure form
factors for data communication systems, more complex routing patterns will be required and the
number of high speed layers in the midplane PCB increased. The available space on the data
storage midplanes is further restricted by the need for milled access slots to allow sufficient air flow
through the system, while space on controller and other peripheral cards is consumed by ever
increasing component densities as functionality is scaled.
The exponential increase in capacity, processing power and bandwidth density in future data
storage systems can be addressed by incorporating high density optical channels at the midplane
and controller board level within data storage enclosures.

29.08.2013
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4.2.3 Parameter sets
Table 2: Electro-optical board and waveguide specifications

Parameter

Value

Board size

200 mm x 275 mm

Number of copper layers

20-30

Number of optical layers

1

Optical waveguide material

Polymer acrylate or siloxane

Waveguide propagation loss @ 850 nm

0.15 dB/cm

Waveguide propagation loss @ 1000 nm

0.3 dB/cm

Waveguide core refractive index

1.52

Waveguide cladding refractive index

1.50

Waveguide numerical aperture

0.25

Waveguide core cross-section

50 μm x 50 μm

Waveguide minimum parallel separation

250 μm

29.08.2013
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Table 3: Electro-optical router module and photonic interface specifications

Parameter

Value

Dimensions

52 mm x 52 mm

Total module power consumption

12 W

Power consumption per optical channel

80 mW

Number of optical links

168 (84 duplex optical channels)

Data rate per channel

8 Gb/s per channel,

Aggregate data rate

1.34 Tb/s for whole matrix

VCSEL Power (8 Gb/s modulation) nominal

1.5 dBm

VCSEL Power (8 Gb/s modulation) max

3 dBm

Spectral BW

~0.65nm

Relative Intensity Noise

128 dB/Hz

Peak wavelength

1000 nm

Line width

1000 nm +/- 20nm

PD Sensitivity (for BER < 10

-12

at 8 Gb/s)

-9 dBm
2

Data density

64 Gb/s / mm

Chip to chip power budget

10.5 dB – 12 dB

29.08.2013
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Table 4: Optical waveguide interface and connector coupling interfaces

Parameter

Diagram

Value

Egress lens interface coupling loss (loss
between VCSEL aperture and waveguide end
facet across right-angled Chip-to-Board microlens
system)

1 – 2 dB

Input lens interface coupling loss (loss
between waveguide end facet and PD aperture
across right-angled Board-to-Chip microlens
system)

1 – 2 dB

Waveguide input facet coupling loss

1 – 3 dB

Waveguide egress facet coupling loss

1 – 3 dB

Waveguide mid-board (out-of-plane) test port
egress interface coupling loss (loss between
waveguide egress facet and external test port
coupling interface across right-angled test port
microlens coupling assembly)

3 – 4 dB

Waveguide mid-board (out-of-plane) test port
input interface coupling loss (loss between
external test port coupling interface and
waveguide input facet across right-angled test
port microlens coupling assembly)

3 – 4 dB

Waveguide edge-board (in-plane) test port
egress interface coupling loss (loss between
waveguide egress facet and external edge test
port coupling interface across flat microlens
coupling assembly)

1 - 3 dB

Waveguide edge-board (in-plane) test port
input interface coupling loss (loss between
external test port coupling interface and
waveguide input facet across flat microlens
coupling assembly)

1- 3 dB
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Waveguide midplane connector (in-plane)
egress interface coupling loss (loss between
waveguide egress facet and external midplane
connector coupling interface across flat microlens
coupling assembly)

1 - 3 dB

Waveguide midplane connector (in-plane)
input interface coupling loss (loss between
external midplane ingress connector interface and
waveguide input facet across flat microlens
coupling assembly)

1- 3 dB
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4.3 MM_Demo1 functional and design requirements specification
4.3.1 MM_Demo1 Overview
MM_Demo1 will be an electro-optical test board with 2 electro-optical router chips
communicating optically with each other and separately over a variety of external coupling
interfaces (Figure 3).
Specifically the MM_Demo1 board will comprise:
 Electro-optical PCB with multiple copper layers for power and low speed control
signaling and one embedded polymer optical waveguide layer to convey high
speed (8 Gb/s test data)
o Board size will be 200 mm x 275 mm in accordance with SBB form
factors
 2 C-EOS optical router chips with proprietary chip-to-board optical coupling
configurations
 2 edge-board parallel optical test ports with MT compliant parallel optical
interfaces allowing external parallel optical test cables to be connected directly
to the embedded waveguides through an in-plane connection (whereby axis of
optical test cable is colinear with axis of embedded waveguides)
 2 midboard optical test ports with MT compliant out-of-plane parallel coupling
elements (whereby axis of optical cable is orthogonal to waveguide axis
requiring right-angled deflection element)
 1 optical backplane connector allowing pluggable optical connection to an
electro-optical midplane. This will preferably be an MT compliant in-plane
coupling interface, but will require a connector housing and mechanism

Figure 3: MM_Demo1 functional requirements overview
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4.3.2 Optical waveguide interconnect groups
The embedded waveguides will be multimode with a stepped refractive index profile. Four
different optical waveguide interconnect groups will be deployed on MM_Demo1 as
numbered in Figure 3:
1. Chip to board edge with MT compliant in-plane coupling interface
2. Chip to midboard test-port MT out-of-plane coupling interface
3. Chip-to-chip via out-of-plane chip-to-board coupling interfaces
4. Chip to edge-of-board MT compliant pluggable connector

4.3.3 MM_Demo1 test regime
Each optical router chip can generate a variety of test patterns including PRBS 23-1, 7A85
(16 bit version of K28.5) as well as any 16 bit pattern (AAAA/FF00/FFFF/etc). The can also
capture and evaluate received data.
User programmable test data will be sent optically at a maximum data rate of 8 Gb/s over
the different waveguide interconnect groups shown in Figure 3, thus demonstrating the
following interconnect levels:
 Direct optical chip-to-chip coupling using the internal router diagnostic tool to
evaluate the quality of the connection.
 Chip-to-off-board coupling allowing optical data to be conveyed from the chip to
the board, then directly off the board to a test port to be captured and
characterised externally and vice versa. This will demonstrate another very important
level of interconnect, namely direct “seamless” passive connectivity between optical
processing components in the board and the external fabric. Two types of external
test port will be provided in the demonstrator
o Edge board in-plane coupling test port interface with an inherently lower loss
and lower risk connection for evaluation
o Midboard out-of-plane coupling test port interface with a higher projected
loss due to the need for additional optical deflection elements. This will
provide a higher risk connection for evaluation.
 Chip-to-backplane connector coupling allowing optical data to be conveyed from
a chip on one board, across an electro-optical midplane to any of the waveguide
interconnect groups on another MM_Demo1 board (e.g. to another router chip or
test port).
The MM_Demo1 design therefore provides a comprehensive test-bed for all likely chip-toboard interconnect types.
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Figure 4: MM_Demo1 test interconnect tree

Figure 5: MM_Demo131 test interconnect tree (2 MM_Demo2 boards connected to an electro-optical
midplane (MM_Demo3)
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4.4 MM_Demo2 functional and design requirements specification
4.4.1 MM_Demo2 Overview
MM_Demo2 will be a more complex electro-optical test board including again 2 electrooptical router chips communicating optically with each other; however will include key
data storage controller system elements to allow full integration into a functional data
storage platform
Specifically the MM_Demo2 board will comprise:
 Electro-optical PCB with multiple copper layers for power and low speed control
signaling and one embedded polymer optical waveguide layer to convey 6 Gb/s
SAS traffic and 8 Gb/s self generated test data
o Board size will be 200 mm x 275 mm in accordance with SBB form
factors
o Same optical waveguide interconnect test groups as in MM_Demo1 will
be used
 2 C-EOS optical router chips with proprietary chip-to-board optical coupling
configurations
 2 edge-board parallel optical test ports with MT compliant in-plane parallel
optical interfaces for external characterisation
 2 mid-board optical test ports with MT compliant out-of-plane parallel optical
interfaces for external characterisation
 1 optical backplane connector (MT compliant) allowing pluggable optical
connection to an electro-optical midplane.
 Full data storage controller system functional elements including:
o 48 port SAS expander and associated memory
o SAS edge connectors to provide SAS interface to external SAS Host Bus
Adapter
 FPGA to manage protocol conversion between circuit switched SAS topology
used internally in data storage systems and packet switched Interlaken topology
used in C-EOS optical router chips.
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Figure 6: MM_Demo2 functional requirements overview

4.4.2 MM_Demo2 test regime
MM_Demo2 retains the same optical waveguide interconnect groups as MM_Demo1 and
can therefore replicate the same test regime as in MM_Demo1 fully utilizing the selfgenerated test traffic capabilities of the router chips.
Primarily however, MM_Demo2 will demonstrate how SAS traffic can be sent from the SAS
expander to the optical router chip, converted to optical data in the chip and coupled to
any of the interconnect waveguide groups and vice versa. Taking advantage of the user
configurable switch matrix in the router chip, SAS data can thus be conveyed along any of
the optical interconnect test groups:
 External test ports to be subjected to direct optical signal integrity
characterisation
 SAS diagnostic environment for to assess suitability of implementation within a
data centre subsystem environment
 to the other router chip and along any of its connected waveguide groups
 to the midplane connector and to anther MM_Demo2 or MM_Demo1 card in
the same demonstration platform.
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Figure 7: MM_Demo232 interconnect tree (2 MM_Demo2 boards connected to an electro-optical
midplane MM_Demo3)
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4.4.3 MM_Demo2 preliminary component layout
The initial specifications guided the design by Xyratex of 3 electro-optical PCB testbeds for
Deliverable 5.1 in M08. Each D 5.1 testbed comprised an optical waveguide layer
embedded between complex (though non-functional) copper PCB layers. The card form
factor and component layouts were chosen to be the same as those planned for
MM_Demo2 in order to enable a preliminary assessment of positioning of primary
components.
As shown in Figure 8, in the D5.1 design “PhoxTrot51_1” the SBB form factor of 200 mm
x 275 mm can accommodate both the data controller domain and 2 C-EOS router chips as
well as the FPGA providing protocol translation between the two domains.

Figure 8: Electro-optical PCB test layout for D5.1 “PhoxTrot51_1” testbed modeled on proposed MM_Demo2
demonstrator requirements
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4.5 MM_Demo3 functional requirements overview
MM_Demo3 will be an electro-optical midplane to which 2 of either MM_Demo1,
MM_Demo2 or a combination of both cards can be optically and electrically connected.
Details on this are still very preliminary as the design will depend on the optical backplane
connector solution devised.
The form factor of the midplane will be chosen to match that required by the target
enclosure, which will either be 2U or 4U high.
If a 4U24 OneStor® enclosure is selected, then the MM_Demo3 midplane would require a
size of 434.5 mm wide x 170.6 mm high.
If a 2U24 OneStor® enclosure is selected, then the MM_Demo3 midplane would require a
size of 436.8 cm wide x 85.4 mm high.
The MM_Demo3 midplane will satisfy the following requirements:
 provide electrical power and (if applicable) low speed control signals to the
MM_Demo boards connected to it
 provide optical connectivity between the 2 MM_Demo cards connected to it
 provide optical connectivity between the 2 MM_Demo cards and 24 HDD drives
as part of the ThunderValley2 demonstration enclosure developed in WP3
(optional)

Figure 9: a) Conceptual view of 4U24 data storage enclosure with 2 MM_Demo daughtercards connected
to internal 4U MM_Demo3.
b) ThunderValley2 midplane (developed during WP3) with fibre-optic connections to all 24 Hard Disk
Drives. This would be adapted to accommodate the bespoke optical connectors developed on PhoxTrot.
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4.6 Optical loss budget evaluation
A preliminary loss budget evaluation for all optical interconnect groups in MM_Demo1 and
MM_Demo2 has been derived from the waveguide and connector coupling loss value
ranges given in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. For each
optical interconnect group, a separate link loss projection is provided for each direction in
which the optical signal is conveyed across all relevant interfaces on the optical
interconnect platform, with the exception of group 1, which is a symmetric link. The
designations for each optical link type are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Optical waveguide interconnect groups and direction dependent designations of optical link
type

A diagrammatical segmentation of each link and the preliminary loss estimates at each
interface and link segment is provided in
Figure 11.
The best and worst case optical link budgets have been derived and are presented in Table
5.
Table 5: Optical link budget ranges

Optical link type

Link loss
(min)

Link loss
(max)

1

5.5 dB

13 dB

2A

7.5 dB

15 dB

2B

7.5 dB

15 dB

3A

5.5 dB

13 dB

3B

5.5 dB

13 dB

4A

5.5 dB

13 dB

4B

5.5 dB

13 dB
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Figure 11: Optical link loss evaluation for each optical interconnect group
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5 Singlemode Demonstration Platform
5.1 Introduction
The single mode platform demonstrator focuses on single mode operation, from VCSELS
through the optochip and the PCB to the PDs. The center of the platform is an integration
of a 3D photonic router optochip in silicon and a transceiver chip with a single-mode
optical PCB, and 40G VCSELs and Photodiodes connected to the corresponding drivers and
TIAs. The single-mode platform will provide for 480Gbps operation using 12 channels
WDM.
In this section the first level of specifications from each component and subsystem is
gathered in order to have an initial estimation of the total losses and to start the physical
layout and the component and 3D integration. Table 6 includes the overall objectives for
the platform.
Table 6: The operating specifications for the Single Mode platform including both the transceiver module
and the router optochip

Single Mode
Platform

Active Tx/Rx
interface module

3D Photonic router
optochip

Total
Throughput

480 Gb/s

1.92 Tb/s (4x480Gb/s)

Bit
Rate/Channel

40 Gb/s

40 Gb/s

Number of Tx
channels

12

48

Number of Rx
channels

12

48

Operational
wavelength

1550nm

1550nm

VCSEL

Frontside

Frontside

PD

Backside

Backside

NO

YES – 4x4

Routing
functionality

5.2 Initial design
The single mode platform will be evaluated in-lab using a FPGA module for providing the
necessary high-speed package control signal and an optical set for standard BER
measurements. The optical signal will be butt-coupled on and off the optical PCB. The
optical routing is shown in Figure 12 where the signal is routed from right to left in the
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figure passing through the PDs, the VCSELs and then routed through the 3D photonic
optochip.

Figure 12: The schematic of the optical routing of single mode optical router

The transceiver interface module has many technology challenges in common with the 3D
photonic optochip, using the same PDs and the same VCSELs. However, as is illustrated in
Figure 13 the transceiver module chip does not have an optical layer and the optical signal
is guided vertically through the silicon interposer layer from the VCSEL to the PCB.
Driver/TIA >

VCSEL

Si interposer

PD

Driver/TIA >

PCB

Figure 13: The schematic of the transceiver interface module

The aforementioned designs are divided into technology-centered critical building blocks.
Their initial specifications will be addressed in the following subsection. Even though each
part of the complete system is treated in separate WPs and deliverables, here the goal is to
focus on the integration specifications as well as the total system losses in order to address
any critical issues and minimize the integration risks when moving forward to form the
physical layout.
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5.3 Initial Subsystem specs
5.3.1 Optical single mode PCB
The optical signal is butt-coupled directly to the single-mode optical PCB that is developed
in WP 5 – Waveguides and Passive Components. The relative large cross-section of the
waveguide minimizes the coupling losses. In Table 7 the high level specifications for the
optical PCB are given. Single mode waveguides will be implemented with an expected loss
of 0.1dB/cm.
Table 7: Critical specifications for the Optical PCB

Optical single mode PCBs

Typical Value

Number of Waveguides

48WGs

Waveguide Material

Glass

Pitch

125 or 250μm

Single or Dual Layer

Single

Interconnection of Tx/Rx

YES

Wavelength of Operation

1550nm

Loss Coefficient

0.1dB/cm

Waveguide width

25μm (GI-profile)

Waveguide height

10μm (GI-profile)

5.3.2 Photodiodes and board to chip interface
The optical signal is coupled out of the single mode board and then photo detected. A
cavity with a reflective element will be introduced in the PCB to reflect the beam out of
plane towards the facet of the PD. For effective light coupling between the waveguide and
the small active diameter of the PD, between 14-24 μm, a lens or parabolic mirror is
necessary. Figure 14 shows the schematic of the PD attached to the 3D optochip and
placed on top of the etched cavity. The minimal distance between the chip and the PCB is
limited by the 70μm height of the PD.
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Single-mode SOI WG
~100 um

Single-mode PCB WG

PD

mirror
Etched cavity

Single-mode
Polymer or Glass WG

Coupling
module
including
mirror

Figure 14: The board to chip coupling

The complete set of specification for the PDs is given in Table 8. The PDs made in linear
arrays of 4x1 with a pitch of 250 μm. This specification is common for the PDs, VCSELs and
waveguides.
Table 8: Specification for the PDs

Photodiodes

Value

PD elements in a single array /Array type

4x1

Pitch

250 m

Responsivity

> 0.5 A/W each PD

Dark Current

< 10nA each PD

Operating Temperature

To be defined

3dB Bandwidth

Target 40Gbps

Footprint

1mm long array

Bias Voltage

-2V

Height

70 m

Crosstalk

< -20-25dB (for array)

Active diameter

14-24 μm
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5.3.3 TIA and VCSEL Drivers
The 40G electric signal is routed through the chip to the TIA on the Si interposer via TSVs.
The amplified signal is then directly routed to the VCSEL drivers. The electrical traffic will be
assumed as being stored in an electronic cache memory block, however this block will not
be implemented in the project as stated in the DoW. Table 9 gives the set of specifications
for the TIA and VCSEL driver.
Table 9: Set of specification for the TIA and VCSEL driver

TIA/VCSEL driver
Power Consumption of TIA

150mW per channel

Power Consumption of Driver

150mW per channel (incl. FFE)

3dB Bandwidth of TIAs

26 GHz (for 40Gb/s)

Footprint of TIA

Roughly 5 mm by 1.2 mm for 4 channels (4x1,
250um pitch)

Footprint of Driver

Roughly 4 mm by 1 mm for 4 channels (4x1,
250um pitch)

Direct connection of TIA to driver

Yes /No (For testing No, for the demonstrator Ok)
Risk for higher Gitter, no re-timing.

Maximum Drive Current of Driver

30mA (bias + modulation)

Transimpedance

66dBΩ

Rise /Fall Time of Driver

12.5 ps

Noise Bandwidth of TIA

26 GHz (for 40Gb/s)

Total Noise

8uA (rms)

Capability to support different
bitrates per channel
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5.3.4 VCSELs

Grating coupler in
SOI waveguide with
Single-mode SOI WG
out-coupling angle


θ
Figure 15: The integration and coupling of the VCSELs to the 3D optochip

The VCSELs are developed in Task 4.1 addressing 40Gbps operation. They will be produced
using linear arrays in 4x1 configurations. The VCSELs are flip-chipped on to the 3D
optochip, however in order to minimize the coupling losses to the grating they should be
attached with at an angle of about 8º as illustrated in Figure 15. This specific technology is
developed in WP 8 – Integration and Packaging. Also due to the polarization sensitivity of
the grating, the VCSELs should be accordingly aligned so that the electric field is parallel to
the grating lines. Table 10 shows the complete set of specifications.
Table 10: The complete table of specifications for the 40G VCSELs

VCSEL

Sym

Typ

Unit

Comments

bol
VCSELs in single array

linea
r 4x1

Pitch

250

m

Average CW power

Pav

3

mW

T0=20ºC

3dB Bandwidth

S21

25

GHz

T0=20ºC

Slope efficiency

0.3

mW/
mA

Differential Resistance

Rdiff

35

Threshold Current

Ith

1.5

mA

Operating Current

I0

15

mA

Operating Voltage

Vmax

1.6

V

FWH

12

deg

Beam Divergence

T0=20ºC

Pmax

M
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Side Mode Suppression

SMSR

Wavelength

40

dB

155

nm

20

ºC

0
Operating Temperature

Top

Temp
control

5.3.5 4x4 Silicon Photonics 3D Optical Router Chip
After the 12 channels have been coupled to the 3D optical router chip they will be MUXd
and then re-routed and DEMUXed before exiting the chip to the PCB. The complete
configuration of the 4x4 switch will have 4x12 input and 4x12 output ports. Even so the
design of the 4x4 switch will be complete with optical access in order to test the complete
4x4 functionality. Figure 16 shows how the PD and VCSEL array will be integrated with the
3D optochip.

Figure 16: The schematic of the integration of the 4x4 router 3D optochip

The optochip is developed in WP6. Two competing technologies are use, carried depletion
and organic/polymer active material. Also two different implementations are investigated,
using either MZI or Ring resonators. Table 11 compares both technologies and both
implementations. The total expected losses adds up to, between 9.3dBs and 12dBs.
Another noteworthy value is the total size of the matrix, where the ring resonator
implementation is considerable smaller.
Table 11: The specification table of the different implementations of the 4x4 non-blocking switching
matrix

4x4 Non-blocking switching
29.08.2013
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matrix on-chip based on MZIs
Length of Phase Shifter in MZI

1.75 mm

1 mm

Total footprint

<3 mm2

2.5 mm²

2x2 switch element footprint

< 0.25 mm²

0.26 mm²

Insertion Losses per MMI

0.65 dB

0.25 dB

Insertion Losses in Silicon
Waveguides

0.3dB/cm

0.25 dB/mm

Insertion Losses per Phase
Shifters

1.55 dB

2.0 dB

Insertion Losses per 90o Silicon
crossing

0.16 dB

Output beam profile from the
grating

10um MFD

Insertion losses per 2x2
element

2.55

2.5 dB

Total Losses (in chip losses)

10.4 dB

9.3 dB

Switching Time

< 500 ps

< 100 ps

Total power consumption

96mW

Material 1: <60mW

<0.15 dB (no crossings in
design)

Material 2: <6mW
Power consumption per 2x2
switch

16mW

Material 1: <10mW
Material 2: <1mW

Crosstalk

<-12 dB

ER of MZM 20dB

Carrier Depletion

Organic/Polymer

Radius of Rings

135.8 um

153 um

Channel spacing

100 GHz

100 GHz

Total footprint

<0.88 mm2

<0.88 mm2

2x2 switch element footprint

< 0.074 mm²

< 0.074 mm²

Maximum Insertion Losses to
through port per ring

3.7 dB

3.6 dB

Maximum Insertion Losses to
cross port per ring

<0.1 dB

<0.1 dB

0.16 dB

0.16 dB

4x4 Non-blocking switching
matrix on-chip based on Rings

Insertion Losses per 90o Silicon
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crossing
Total Losses

12 dB

11.7 dB

Switching Time

< 500 ps

< 500 ps

Crosstalk

<-12 dB

<-12 dB

Another important issue is the high grating coupling losses due the mode-mismatch
between the PCB waveguide and the SOI waveguide. Table 12 shows an estimation of the
different expected losses.
Table 12: The estimated I/O losses of the 4x4 switching matrix

Input/Output of 4x4
switching matrix1
Insertion losses of Grating
Couplers for 0o angle

~ 6-7 dB

3dB Bandwidth of Grating
Couplers for 0o angle

~ 50nm

Insertion losses of Grating
Couplers for 8o angle

~ 3-4 dB

3dB Bandwidth of Grating
Couplers for 8o angle

~ 50nm

Insertion losses of SOI
MUX/DEMUX

~ 2-3 dB

3dB Bandwidth of transmission
peaks

~ 0.32nm

Thermal or athermal design

Not athermal

5.3.6 Board to chip interface
Another critical issue is how to get the light off the chip into the PCB waveguide. Figure 17
shows a schematic of the coupling interface. Two competing technologies are developed in
WP 7, using either mirrors or plasmonic arcs. In addition it has been foreseen that in order
to minimize losses a lens would be needed to focus the light into the waveguide.

1

All values are estimations based on existing literature
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Grating coupler in
SOI waveguide with
Single-mode
SOI WG
out-coupling angle

~100 um

θ

Coupling
module
lens
including
Single-mode PCB WG
mirror mirror and lens
Etched cavity
Single-mode
Polymer or Glass WG PCB
Figure 17: A schematic figure of the chip to board coupling using a grating coupler, lens and a mirror
cavity

The alignment tolerances and the dimensions of the optical chip-to-board interface are
given in Table 13.
Table 13: The estimated alignment tolerances and dimension of the optical chip-to-board interface

Optical Interface Chip to Board
Single or Dual Layer

Single

Wavelength of Operation

1550nm

Alignment tolerances for coupling to Sigrating coupler

depends on recognition of
coupling features (lens, mirror),
if it is given: +- 1 μm

Alignment tolerances for PCB to PD

depends on recognition of
coupling features (lens, mirror),
if it is given: +- 1 μm

Dimensions of coupling module from
PCB to chip and to PD

Maximum and Minimum distance of PCB
to opotchip
Cut-out inside the optical glass layer
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5.3.7 Transceiver optochip - Tx/Rx interface module
As was mentioned before and shown in Figure 13 the transceiver chip uses the same
component and same implementation as the 3D optochip. However, there is one extra
technical challenge, the optical TSVs that guide the light through the interposer layer. This
is a necessary implementation since the contacts on the VCSELs are on the front side and
cannot be moved.

5.4 Evaluation of power budget and total optical losses
The total optical losses can be estimated for the router system using the values from Table
14. Using the optical path shown in the initial schematic; the light exiting the VCSEL
(4.7dBm) will be coupled into the 3D optochip (-3.5dB) and the 12x1 MUX (-3.5dB). The
4x4 router depending on the implementation has 9.3dB or 10.4dB losses. The signal is
then demultiplexed (3.5dB) and coupled to the PCB (3.5dB). The propagation losses in the
PCB, depending on the distance, are estimated to 0.3dB. If summarize this to a total losses,
it sums up to 23.6dB and 24.8dB for the polymer and carrier depletion technology,
respectively.
Table 14: The initial estimation of the losses for the different building blocks in the optical router system

Losses of the optical router system

Loss

VCSEL-to-Si waveguide losses

3.5dB

Si waveguide-to-PCB waveguide losses

3.5dB

MUX Losses

3.5dB

DEMUX Losses

3.5dB

4x4 router Losses (Polymer)

9.3 dB

4x4 router Losses (Carrier Depletion)

10.6 dB

Propagation Loss PCB (3cm)

0.3dB

The typical output power of the VCSEL equals 4.7dBm which will end up with a power in
the output of the PCB of about -20dBm.
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6 Architectures and protocols for HPC and DataCenters
6.1 Introduction
The Phoxtrot building blocks include (a) multi‐mode optical PCBs equipped with an
Optoelectronic router chip with 84 Transmitter (Tx) and 84 Receiver (Rx) elements at 8Gbps
channel rate, (b)single-mode optical PCBs equipped with a 3D Photonic router optochip
with 48 Tx, 48 Rx elements at 40Gbps channel rate, and (c) a chip to board active Tx/Rx
interface module with 48 Tx, 48 Rx elements at 40Gbps channel rate and finally (d) active
Optical Cables providing 8 lanes of 160Gbps (1280Gb/s of maximum aggregate data
rates).
To take advantage of these new optical interconnection building blocks we need to
reconsider the architectures for HPC systems and Data Centers at the different hierarchical
levels. Architectural issues, such as on board, on backplane and system level topologies,
number of waveguides for chip-to-board communication, number of routers on board,
number of waveguides for router-to-router communication, layout of topologies in
waveguide levels, board pinout, switching paradigms (Packet vs Circuit vs Hybrid) to be
used at each hierarchical level, all need to be re-visited, re-addressed, and re-evaluated.
In the following we present our methodology for evaluating architectures for the
different hierarchy levels relying on Phoxtrot module specifications, and estimate potential
benefits, gains and limitations in performance for next generation HPC and Datacenter
systems. We also give some initial results for designing and evaluating architectures for
interconnection networks with a focus on the higher levels of system design. Our aim is to
design Data Center and HPC architectures in a holistic manner, addressing the interaction
between the different hierarchical levels, and investigating appropriate performance
metrics. The appropriateness of an interconnection network should be measured not only
by its graph properties but also by how well it satisfies the communication requirements of
different target applications / traffic patterns, since theoretical metrics such as diameter
and bisection bandwidth depend only on the interconnect topology, ignoring the
communication patterns of different target applications. On the other hand, problemspecific networks are inflexible and good “general purpose” networks should be opted for.
Our methodology for theoretically evaluating different architectures based on Phoxtrot
building blocks is being implemented in an automatic architecture design tool that we are
currently developing. Using this tool we present preliminary results for architectures based
on direct networks. More specifically interconnects based on the Tori/Meshes family of
topologies are examined. A theoretical comparison between HPC systems that rely on
Tori/Meshes and equivalent networks using Phoxtrot modules is also made.
This section is organized as follows. We start by giving an overview of direct and
indirect interconnection network architectures in Section 6.2and focus mainly on
Tori/Meshes family of topologies. Then we present our methodology used to design and
evaluate theoretically architectures based on Phoxtrot building blocks in Section 6.3. Some
initial performance results follow in Section 6.4. We then turn our attention and present a
summary of real HPC systems in Section 6.5. For these high-end systems we perform a
theoretical comparison of their interconnects to equivalent topologies using Phoxtrot
modules in Section 6.6. A discussion including the conclusions of the whole Section 6
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follows in Section 6.7. Finally, a short review of optical interconnects proposed for HPC and
Data Centers is found at the Appendix.

6.2 Direct and Indirect networks
A key distinction in interconnection network architectures is how the hosts (clients) are
connected to the routing elements. Interconnects can be distinguished in two classes: (a)
direct networks in which every host is directly connected to a routing element, and (b)
indirect networks in which there are routing elements with no hosts connected to them.
Thus, in direct networks, a node consists of host and routing elements, while in indirect
networks a node is either a host or a router. The majority of direct topologies are either
configurations of or isomorphic to meshes, tori, k-ary n cubes, while popular indirect
topologies are trees (including fat-trees), Clos, and butterfly networks. In what follows we
will focus mainly on Tori/Meshes networks since these architectures seem to be the norm
when designing HPC systems. More specifically, Cray XT, XE and XK series are all based on
3D Tori [16-21], Blue Gene/Q [22, 23] is a 5D Torus, while Fujitsu’s K computer [24, 25] is
6D Torus/Mesh. A more detailed review of these HPC system specifications is given in
Section Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. However, we plan to
extend our studies to other families of topologies in the near future.

6.2.1 Tori/Meshes
Our initial studies are focused on direct networks and, more specifically, on
architectures that are based on multidimensional tori/meshes, since many HPC systems rely
upon tori/meshes for their interconnection networks.
Formally [11], a d-dimensional mesh has
x x … x nodes, where
2 and
1
. The nodes are arranged on a d-dimensional grid, with
nodes along each
dimension i. Note that since this is a direct network, the nodes correspond to one or more
hosts that are directly connected to a routing element. Each node x is identified by d
integer coordinates (x1,x2,…xd), where 1
for 1
. Two nodes x and y are
for all i,
neighbours and are connected through an undirected link if and only if
1
, except for one coordinate j, where
1. Thus, nodes have from d to 2d
neighbors, depending on their location in the mesh. Therefore, this topology is not regular.
A d-dimensional torus is the equivalent mesh with added wrap-around links. Formally, in
a x x…x
torus, two nodes x and y are neighbours if and only if
for all i,
1
, except for one coordinate j, where
1 mod .

6.3 Architectures Evaluation Methodology
We now outline our methodology for evaluating architectures for the different levels of
hierarchy relying on Phoxtrot module specifications. To automate this process we are
currently building an architecture design tool that currently includes appropriate models to
evaluate topologies based on the Tori/Meshes family.
We assume a system in which a number Nrb of nodes, each node comprising of a
number of hosts Nor and a router, are mounted on an optical PCB board. Then a number
Nbb of boards are mounted on a backplane and Nbp backplanes comprise our system. We
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assume that a backplane is the top of the packaging hierarchy. A number of backplanes
can be grouped in racks, and our models can be extended in a straightforward way to
incorporate racks, or other levels of hierarchy. Figure 4 presents an example of a Torus
network, showcasing the levels of the packaging hierarchy that we consider in our studies.

Figure 18: The packaging hierarchy. In this figure a 3x4x4x4x5x5 torus network is depicted.

To theoretically evaluate a topology we consider the following parameters as inputs:
:
:
:

Number of boards on backplane
Total number of backplanes in the system
Router pinout, in terms of waveguide pairs Tx &
: Total sustainable bandwidth in Gbps injected by every Host
: Channel rate

Optochip on average

Module footprints, waveguide sizes, waveguide spacing rules, number of layers available
for routing are also considered as inputs, but are left out in our initial studies and are going
to be included in more details in the future. These parameters affect the number of
modules and the size of topologies that can be accommodated at every level of the
packaging hierarchy.
To evaluate the different architectures we perform the following steps.
1. Given the aforementioned inputs, and the topology family we calculate the number
of waveguides (pairs) needed for Host/Optochip to router connection. The
number of waveguides needed depends on the traffic demands, namely, on the
average bandwidth injected by every Optochip (
).
2. All possible Hosts to Router assignments are calculated, starting with one Host per
Router and adding hosts (
= 1 is the 1st assignment,
= 2 the 2nd,…). We
calculate the size of every node and the number of nodes that can be
accommodated on every board. We also calculate the number of nodes on every
backplane and the total number of nodes in the system. An aggressive approach
towards packaging is followed (fit as many nodes as possible on a board).
3. For every Host to Router assignment we calculate all possible system level
Tori/Meshes of size
(= total number of routers/nodes in the system).
∙
is the total number of hosts.
For every system level Torus/Mesh of size
we calculate bisection width ( ), bisection
bandwidth ( ), ideal throughput under uniform traffic (λideal), average hop count (distance)
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under uniform traffic ( hunif ). We also calculate all possible board assignments: all possible
ways the system network of size
can be cut in boards of size
(e.g. for a 16 x 16 x 16
Mesh system network with
= 4, there are two different board assignments 4 x 1 x 1
and 2 x 2 x 1. The first one is a linear array and the second one is a 2 x 2 Mesh).
4. For every such board assignment we calculate board pinout (to backplane) and on
board bisection width. We also calculate all the different ways boards can be
grouped in a Backplane to form a subnetwork of the system network.
5. For every Backplane/grouping of boards we calculate demanded Backplane pinout
(pairs of logical optical channel) and on backplane bisection width.
The best topologies are selected by using 5 performance metrics described in the following
subsection. The actual performance of the selected topologies, taking into account physical
layer effects and implementation details, will be evaluated using our opto-board simulator
(under development).
Packaging is also related to layouts of different topologies on board and on backplane.
Layout of topologies depends on module sizes and footprints, number of waveguide layers,
waveguide pitches and sizes. It determines how many modules can be accommodated at
every level. We are currently adding layout details [12, 13] in order to be able to estimate
the size of networks that can be accommodated on boards and on backplanes.
A summary of the parameters (calculated as intermediate results in our methodology dependent to the input parameters) follows:
: Number of waveguides pairs of Tx/Rx for Optochip Router connection
: Number of waveguides pairs of Tx/Rx for Router Router connection
: Number of waveguides per waveguide bundle that connects Router to Router
: Board pinout to backplane , in terms waveguide pairs Tx &
: Backplane pinout, in terms of channel pairs Tx & Rx
related to number of AOCs
: Total number of hosts Optochips, Clients
: Number of hosts connected to a Router
: Number of routers
number of nodes per Board
: Total number of boards in the system
: Total number of routers
total number of nodes
Parameters of Topology ‘per se’ (unrelated to traffic pattern)
: node degree in terms of waveguide bundles . Eg for the 2D Torus,
4
: Bisection Width in terms of waveguide pairs Tx and Rx
: Bisection Bandwidth
∙
∙ 2 taking into account both directions
Performance Parameters (related to traffic pattern)
λideal: Ideal throughput per node under uniform traffic in Gbps
hunif

: Average hop count distance under uniform traffic
_
_
: ratio of ideal throughput to average distance
∶ average total cumulative transmission delay
_
_
: ratio of ideal throughput to average total transmission delay
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6.3.1 Performance metrics
The two most representative and general metrics of performance for interconnection
networks are throughput and latency [10, 11]. Both throughput and latency are functions
of topology, routing policy, flow control, interconnect characteristics, switch architecture,
as well as application traffic characteristics. The throughput of a network is the data rate in
bits per second (bps) that the network accepts per input port. Under ideal conditions (see
below), we can calculate throughput of a topology under a specific traffic pattern. Like
throughput, latency depends not only on topology but also on routing, flow control, and
the design of the router. A metric closely related to latency is average distance. It depends
on the topology and the traffic pattern, under the assumption that the network operates
well below its saturation point. Average distance is also an upper bound on the
performance for all possible routing, switching, and flow control algorithms. For instance, a
routing algorithm is optimal for a given traffic pattern if packets on average do not travel
more than the average distance through the network. The two main performance metrics
that we consider in our studies, ideal throughput and average distance, are briefly
described below. We also discuss compound metrics that can be used for topology
selection. We examine performance under Uniform traffic. Uniform traffic, in which each
source is equally likely to send to each destination, is the most commonly used traffic
pattern in interconnection network evaluation.
a) Ideal throughput and speedup:
Throughput is a property of the entire network and is closely related to routing and flow
control as well (apart from the topology). However, the throughput that a topology can
carry can be calculated assuming perfect routing (perfect load balancing over alternative
paths) and flow control (no idle cycles on the bottleneck channels). The throughput in
bits/sec per node under these ideal conditions is known as ideal throughput [10], and is
denoted here by λideal. It equals the input bandwidth that saturates the bottleneck
channel(s). For uniformly distributed traffic, on average half of the generated traffic must
cross the bisection channels and the ideal throughput occurs when these packets are
distributed evenly across the bisection channels. So for uniform traffic we have:
λideal

,

where Bb is the bisection bandwidth.
In the general case, if we let p be the portion of traffic crossing a bisection channel,
where p < 1 (p = ½ for uniform traffic and regular topologies). Abundant bisection
bandwidth will be available for traffic patterns that exhibit local communication behaviour
(p < 1/2).
In our approach, we assume that every host injects
traffic. The speedup of the
network is defined as the ratio of the available bandwidth of the bottleneck channel to the
amount of traffic that crosses that channel. For uniform traffic:
2
∙
Thus,
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∙

λideal

Speedup is very useful when evaluating networks. Since speedup is the ratio of bits per
second to bits per second, it is unitless. Speedup = 1 means that the injected traffic equals
the available bandwidth of the bottleneck channels (bisection channels in Uniform traffic).
So, under ideal conditions (perfect routing, load balancing, infinite flow granularity) the
network could accommodate the injected traffic with no congestion. Designing a network
with speedup greater than 1, allows non-idealities in the implementation.
For our theoretical evaluation, we assume that the flow of data that has to be transmitted
from a router to a router is distributed evenly over the available waveguides that connect
these two routers. We assume infinite flow granularity, meaning that a flow can always be
distributed evenly over the available waveguides. So we calculate the speedup for Uniform
traffic using the following:
_

_

,

where _
_ is the amount of traffic that crosses bisection channels. In order to
calculate ideal throughput, we must calculate the Bisection Bandwidth ( ) and
_
_ .
Bisection Bandwidth is calculated as follows:
∙
∙ 2 , where Bw is the bisection
width. In this, we take into account traffic in both directions, since we assume unidirectional waveguides. Closed type formula for the bisection width of Tori and Meshes
can be found in [14]. For a d-dimensional
x x … x mesh M with
…
:
,

,…

∑

,

where a is the smallest index for which ki is even (a = d if no index is even), and
∏
. The exact value of the bisection width of the Torus of similar dimensions is
exactly twice, due to wrap around links.
X_Traffic_B: There are N – 1 candidate destinations (by definition, there is no self-traffic)
and
1 candidate destinations/hosts that are connected to the same router. Since we
examine Uniform traffic, the probability that the destination is connected to the same
router is
. The probability for the destination host to be connected to a different
router is 1

. Every host injects

router traffic for every host is

∙ 1

Gbps of traffic in the network. Thus, the inter. There are N hosts in the network, so the

∙ 1
. At the extreme case where only
total inter-router traffic equals to ∙
one host is connected to a router (Nor = 1), the inter-router traffic would be ∙
(all
traffic from the host leaves through the router). At the other extreme case where all hosts
would be connected to a router (Nor = N), the inter-router traffic would be 0. In Uniform
traffic, half of the inter-router traffic will cross bisection channels, thus:
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_

∙

_

1
1

∙ 1
2

b) Average distance:
The average hop count hunif of a network under uniform traffic is defined as the number of
routers traversed averaged over all sources and destinations [10]:
, ,
hunif = ∑ , ∈
where h(x, y) is the distance (hop count of the shortest path) between nodes (routers) x
and y. Closed formula for average distance for Meshes and uniform traffic can be found in
[15]. In Meshes, average distance in every dimension i equals to
, where ki is the
number of nodes in dimension i. In the case of uniform traffic, since the probability is not a
function of distance that the traffic travels, the average distance for an d-dimensional
network can be calculated by adding the average distance for each dimension. So, for a
x x … x Mesh the authors derive to:

3

1
3

3

1
3

⋯

3

1
3

Using the same reasoning, we can calculate the average distance for Torus. In Tori, average
distance in dimension i equals to
if ki is odd, and
if ki is even. By adding the
average distance for each dimension we can obtain the exact number for average distance
under uniform traffic.
c) Compound metrics:
Since we are interested in designing networks with high throughput and low average
distance, a compound metric for topology selection could be the ratio Q of these two
metrics:

hunif

While average hop count is an important performance metric, it does not take into account
the “fatness” of the links, that is the number of waveguides per waveguide bundle that
connect two adjacent routers. Assuming that the data flow transmitted from a router to an
adjacent router is distributed evenly over all the available waveguides, the more
waveguides available, the smaller the latency for router-to-router transmission. The
available bandwidth for router-to-router connection equals to:
∙
(number of waveguides per bundle times the channel rate). 1 Gb of flow would be
transmitted in
secs from a router to another router. On average, the average total
(cumulative) transmission delay Xtotal would be:
Xtotal
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Thus, cumulative Xtotal is a performance metric that takes into account the “fatness” of the
waveguide bundles. However, it is a performance metric for topology selection and not an
accurate estimation of latency, as it ignores other component delays (like queueing,
processing, etc), as well as the possibility of cut-through, as opposed to store-and-forward
switching. Another compound performance metric would be the ratio of λideal and Xtotal:
_

∙

_

hunif

6.4 Preliminary Results
In this section we present some preliminary results in which we apply our methodology,
outlined in the previous section, to evaluate the performance of Tori/Meshes topologies.
Lets examine a multi-mode scenario, with the following inputs:
: 84 waveguide pairs Tx &
: 8 Gbps
: 6 boards on backplane
: 30 Gbps injected by every Host Client on average
: 200 Backplanes in the system
We can assume for the multi-mode scenario that there exist host (clients) chips with a
number of CPUs attached (equivalents of C2Bactive Tx/Rx interface module). Let us assume
that 4 nodes, with each node consisting of 2 hosts-clients and a router can be packaged in
a single OPCB. Using 200 backplanes of 6 boards each, 4800 nodes and 9600 hosts-clients
can be accommodated in the system. We assume Uniform traffic pattern.
The resulting Tori are listed in Table 1. The Torus network with the best performance at
system level would be a 6D 3 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 5 x 5 Torus (Figure 18) using λideal or hunif or Q,
or Throughput_delay_ratio as a metric. It achieves speedup 1.6, ideal throughput of 48
Gbps and average distance of 6.07. 6 waveguide pairs would be used for node to node
connection (a single “bundle” of waveguides). Every node is directly connected to 12
nodes. Using the average total transmission delay Xtotal as performance metric, a 4D 6 x 8 x
10 x 10 Torus would be the best. In this case 9 waveguide pairs would be used for node to
node connection. Every node is directly connected to 8 nodes.
Torus
Network

Speedu
p

Ideal_Thr

3x4x4x4x5x5

1.6

48

6.07

Av_Distance

3x4x4x4x5x5

1.6

48

Thr_Dist_ratio

3x4x4x4x5x5

1.6

Av_Transmission

6x8x10x10

0.96
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Ideal
Throughput

Throughput to
distance ratio
Q

Throughput_
delay_ratio

0.13

7.9

369.2

6.07

0.13

7.9

369.2

48

6.07

0.13

7.9

369.2

28.8

8.5

0.1181

3.39

243.86

λideal

Average hop
count

hunif

Average
total
transmissio
n delay

Xtotal
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_delay
3x4x4x4x5x5

Thr_Delay_ratio

1.6

48

6.07

0.13

7.9

369.2

Table 1. Tori with the best performance
In Table 2 the pinout requirements are listed for the Tori. A 3 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 5 x 5 Torus
would require as many as 240 waveguide pairs as pinout for the board subnetwork and
1008 duplex (logical) channels for backplane. Assuming AOCs with 8 lanes of 160 Gbps (4
lanes for every direction), and that traffic aggregation will take place for off-backplane
traffic,

∙

13 AOCs would be required for backplane-to-backplane communication.

∙

∙

For 6 x 8 x 10 x 10
System
Network
3x4x4x4x5x5
6x8x10x10

10 AOCs would be required.

∙

Board
Network
1x2x2x1x1x1
1x1x2x2

Board Pinout
(Tx/Rx pairs)
240
216

Backplane Network

Backplane Pinout
(Tx/Rx channels)
1008
792

3x2x2x2x1x1
3x2x2x2

Table 2. Pinout requirements for Tori.
In Tables 3 and 4 the performance and pinout requirements of the equivalent Meshes are
shown respectively. The absence of wraparound links impacts performance and pinout
requirements.
Mesh Network

Speedu
p

Ideal
Throughput

λideal

Average
hop
count

Average total
transmission delay
Xtotal

Throughput to
distance ratio
Q

Throughput_
delay_ratio

hunif
3x4x4x4x5x5

0.8

24

7.84

0.163

3.06

147.24

6x8x10x10

0.48

14.4

11.17

0.155

1.29

92.9

Table 3. Performance of equivalent Meshes
System
Network

Board
Network

3x4x4x4x5x5
6x8x10x10

1x2x2x1x1x1
1x1x2x2

Board
Pinout
(Tx/Rx
pairs)
216
216

Backplane Network

Backplane Pinout (Tx/Rx
channels)

3x2x2x2x1x1
3x2x2x2

798
720

Table 4. Pinout requirements of equivalent Meshes
However, the Mesh network with the best performance is presented in Tables 5 and 6. For
this topology, 6 waveguides would be used to connect a router to a router. In Meshes, if
the number of nodes is 2 in a dimension, the maximum node degree also changes. For
example in all 2D Tori all nodes have a degree of 4. In a 4 x 4 Mesh, node degrees are 2, 3,
4. In a 2 x 4 Mesh, Mesh node degrees are 2, 3. Different node degrees introduce
imbalances in network, that is why Tori are usually preferred. However Meshes are laid out
more easily since they are planar graphs.
Mesh Network

Speedup

Ideal
Throug
hput

λideal
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0.83

24.9

7.09

0.148

3.51

168.24

Table 5. Performance of best Mesh
System Network

Board Network

2x2x2x2x2x2x3x5x5

2x2x1x1x1x1x1x1x1

Board Pinout
(Tx/Rx pairs)
240

Backplane
Network
2x2x2x1x1x1x3x1x1

Backplane Pinout
(Tx/Rx pairs)
1008

Table 4. Pinout requirements of best Mesh
Adding more hosts-clients per router is a way to reduce pinout requirements but this
negatively affects the performance. Using 4 hosts per router and 2 routers on each board,
9600 hosts can be accommodated in 2400 nodes. The Torus with the best performance
would be a 6-dimensional 2 x 3 x 4 x 4 x 5 x 5. Every node would use 5 waveguides for
node-to-node communication. It would achieve speedup of 0.67, ideal throughput of 20.1
Gbps and average distance of 5.57. In this case 2 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 boards would require
100 waveguide pairs and 2 x 3 x 2 x 1 x 1 x 1 backplanes would require 420 duplex
channels.

6.5 Review of existing HPC and Data Center architectures
In this paragraph a summary of architectures of current HPC systems and Data Centers is
presented. Cray XT, XE, XK series and IBM’s Blue Gene/L and Blue Gene/P rely upon a 3D
torus interconnection network. IBM’s Blue Gene/Q uses a 5D torus while Fujitsu’s K
computer a 6D torus/mesh. Dell’s Stampede and Nudt’s Tianhe -1A architectures are based
on fat-tree topologies. Cray’s XC30 series rely upon “Dragonfly” topology. Data Center
networks usually follow a canonical fat-tree 2-Tier or 3-Tier architecture.
Cray XT, XE, XK series
Cray XT, XE, XK supercomputer series rely upon 3D torus interconnection networks. In
Cray XT5 [16, 17, 18] series, a compute node consists of two AMD Opteron™ 2000-series
processors (dual or quad core), each coupled with its own memory and dedicated Cray
SeaStar2+™ communication ASIC. HyperTransport™ technology enables a 6.4 GB/sec
direct connection (3.2 GB/s uni-directional) between the computing elements and the
CraySeaStar2+ interconnect, removing the PCI bottleneck inherent in commodity
networks. Seastar2+ provides 6 switch ports per 9.6 GB/sec each (4.8 GB/s unidirectional).
Each Cray XT5 blade includes four compute nodes (1 x 2 x 2). Cray XT5 compute nodes are
organized in a 3D Torus (every node is directly connected to 6 neighbours).
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Cray XT5 series compute node and compute blade. Courtesy of Cray Inc.
In Cray XT6, the dual or quad core AMD Opteron 2000-series processors are replaced with
eight or 12-core Opteron 6100 processors, giving up to 2,304 cores per cabinet. The XT6
includes the same SeaStar2+ interconnect router as the XT5, which is used to provide a 3dimensional torus network topology between nodes. Each XT6 node has two processor
sockets, one SeaStar2+ router and either 32 or 64 GB of DDR3 SDRAM memory. Each Cray
XT6 blade also accommodates 4 compute nodes. XE6 series uses the same compute blade
found in the XT6, with eight- or 12-core Opteron 6100 processors giving up to 3,072 cores
per cabinet. The most significant architectural difference between the XE6 and priorgeneration Cray XT series supercomputers, is the replacement of the SeaStar interconnect
with the faster and more scalable Gemini router ASIC. Gemini achieves higher packaging
density than SeaStar by supporting two physical nodes per Gemini chip, but logically each
direction (X, Y, and Z) has the same number of network links. Each dual-socket node is
interfaced to the Gemini interconnect through HyperTransport™ 3.0 technology. This
direct connect architecture bypasses the PCI bottlenecks inherent in commodity networks
and provides a peak of over 20 GB/s of injection bandwidth per node. In XK7, a
combination of central processing units ("CPUs") and graphical processing units ("GPUs")
are used for computing. More specifically, in XK7 series two AMD processors are replaced
with 2 Nvidia Tesla K20 Kepler series GPUs. This hybrid architecture requires a different
approach to programming to that of CPU-only supercomputers.
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Compute nodes in XE6 and in XK7 series using gemini interconnect. Courtesy of Cray Inc.
In Cray XT, XE, XK series three types of nodes exist. Apart from the compute nodes that
run application programs, service nodes handle support functions such as login
management, I/O, and network management and “External” login nodes provide
additional user services, such as the application development environment, but they are
not directly connected to the (torus) interconnection network.

Cielo supercomputer Architecture (based on XE6 series). Courtesy of Cray Inc.
System Specifications (most important):

Processor

29.08.2013
Dissemination level:

XT5
I64-bit AMD Opteron series
2,000 processors; up to 192
per cabinet

XE6
64-bit Intel® Xeon®
processor E5 family: up
to 128 per cabinet

XK7
16-core
64-bit
AMD
Opteron
6200
Series
processors, up to 96 per
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Memory

Interconnect

I/O

Disk Storage

4 GB to 32 GB Registered
ECC DDR2 SDRAM per
compute node. Memory
bandwidth: 21.2 GB/sec to
25.6 GB/sec per compute
node
1 Cray SeaStar2+ routing
and communications ASIC
per compute node. 6 switch
ports per Cray SeaStar2+
chip, 9.6 GB/sec each. 3-D
torus interconnect
External
I/O
interface:
InfiniBand,
10
Gigabit
Ethernet, Fibre Channel (FC)
and Ethernet
Full line of FC-attached disk
arrays with support for FC
and SATA disk drives

File System

Lustre file system

Performance

>7 Teraflops per cabinet

Power

32 - 42.7 kW (32.7 - 43.6
kVA) per cabinet, depending
on configuration. Circuit
requirements: 80 AMP at
400/480 VAC (3 phase &
ground)

32-128GB per node.
Memory bandwidth: up
to 117GB/s per node

1 Gemini routing and
communications
ASIC
per two compute nodes.
48 switch ports per
Gemini chip, (160 GB/s
internal
switching
capacity per chip). 3-D
torus interconnect
External I/O interface:
InfiniBand, 10 Gigabit
Ethernet, Fibre Channel
(FC) and Ethernet
Full line of FC-attached
disk arrays with support
for FC and SATA disk
drives
Lustre,
Data
Virtualization
Service
allows support for NFS,
external Lustre and other
file systems
3072 processor cores per
system cabinet. Up to
30.7 teraflops per system
cabinet
45-54.1 kW (45.9 – 55.2
kVA)
per
cabinet,
depending
on
configuration
Circuit
requirements:
three-phase wye, 100
AMP at 480/277 and 125
AMP
at
400/230
(threephase, neutral and
ground)

cabinet; NVIDIA® Tesla®
K20 GPU Computing
Accelerators, up to 96 per
cabinet
16-64 GB per node.
Memory Bandwidth: Up to
52 GB/s per node

1 Gemini routing and
communications ASIC per
two compute nodes. 48
switch ports per Gemini
chip, (160 GB/s internal
switching capacity per
chip).
3-D
torus
interconnect
External I/O interface:
InfiniBand, 10 Gigabit
Ethernet, Fibre Channel
(FC) and Ethernet
Full line of FC-attached
disk arrays with support
for FC and SATA disk
drives
Lustre, Data Virtualization
Service allows support for
NFS, external Lustre and
other file systems
AMD processing cores:
1,536 processor cores per
system cabinet.
Peak
performance: 100+ Tflops
per system cabinet
45-54.1 kW (45.9 – 55.2
kVA)
per
cabinet,
depending
on
configuration
Circuit
requirements: three-phase
wye, 100 AMP at 480/277
and 125 AMP at 400/230
(threephase,
neutral and ground)

Cray XC30 series
The Cray XC30 supercomputer [26, 31] is Cray's next generation supercomputing series,
upgradable to 100 PFlops per system. Known as the "Cascade" program [27], it was made
possible in part by Cray's participation in the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's
(DARPA) High Productivity Computing Systems program. One of the key features of this
system is the introduction of AriesTM interconnect, an interconnect chipset follow-on to
Gemini with a new system interconnect topology called "Dragonfly".
Aries is a system-on-a-chip device comprising four NICs, a 48-port tiled router and a
multiplexer known as Netlink. A single Aries device provides the network connectivity for
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all four nodes on a Cray XC blade. The only additional network components required are
the cables and backplanes connecting Aries devices together. Each of the four Aries NICs
provides an independent 16X PCI-Express Gen3 host interface. In the current Cray XC
blade design these interfaces connect to four independent dual socket Intel® Xeon®
nodes. Each node has a pair of Intel Xeon E5 processors (providing 16 or more cores) and 8
DDR-3 memory channels each with a single DIMM. Memory capacity is 64 or 128 GB per
node. Future Cray XC series blade designs could include other x86 processors, hybrid
CPU/accelerator nodes or different ratios of NICs to CPUs. The Netlink multiplexor provides
dynamic load balancing, distributing packets over the injection ports according to load. The
Aries router connects 8 NIC ports to 40 network ports, operating at rates of 4.7 to 5.25
GB/s per direction per port. Each router provides both intra-group and inter-group links.
Aries is manufactured using the TSMC 40nm process. Aries has 120 network SerDes
operating at rates of 12.5 to 14 Gbps and 64 PCI-Express SerDes operating at 8 Gbps.

A single Aries device provides the network connectivity for all four nodes on a Cray XC
blade. Courtesy of Cray Inc.
Dragonfly [26, 27, 30] is a hierarchical topology in which several groups are connected
together using all to all links, i.e., each group has at least one link directly to each other
group. The topology inside each group can be any topology. The recommendation in [30]
is the flattened butterfly. It requires non-minimal global adaptive routing and advanced
congestion look ahead for efficient operation. Its design builds on earlier work, aiming to
low-diameter networks constructed from high-radix routers. Ideally, a router would have a
sufficient number of ports to connect to all of the other routers in the system — the
network would have diameter one. However, this topology is not practical for large
systems. But if a group of routers acting as a single, very high radix router pooled their
links, then the group as a whole could have enough links to directly connect to all of the
other groups in the system. This idea is the key one behind the Dragonfly network. Lowcost electrical links are used to connect the NICs in each node to their local router and the
routers in a group (see Figure 19 below). The maximum group size is governed by the
maximum length of the electrical links which will, in turn, be limited by the signaling rate
on the links. Each router provides both “intra-group” links that connect it to other routers
in its group and “inter-group” links (global links) that connect it to other groups. The
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routers in a group pool their inter-group links, enabling each group to be directly
connected to all of the other groups. In large systems optical links are used for the long
links between groups. In smaller systems the links between groups can be electrical
although this limits system size.

Figure 19: Dragonfly architecture: intra- and inter- group. Courtesy of Cray inc.

Cray XC systems are constructed from four node blades with the processors and memory
on daughter cards. Each blade has a single Aries network ASIC. In Cray XC dragonfly
implementation, each of its NICs is connected to one node over a 16X PCI-Express Gen3
host interface. Each chassis has 16 such 64-node blades and each cabinet has three chassis
(192 nodes). The Dragonfly network is constructed from two-cabinet electrical groups with
384 nodes per group. A large group size is beneficial to both performance and scalability
but is limited by mechanical and electrical constraints. The number of ports in the Aries
router and the balance between group and global bandwidth also influences the group
size choice. All connections within a group are electrical and operate at 14 Gbps per lane.

Figure 20: Left: Chassis backplane provides all-to-all connectivity between blades. Right: 2-D all-to-all
structure is used within a group. Courtesy of Cray Inc.

Left: Chassis backplane provides all-to-all connectivity between blades. Right: 2-D all-to-all
structure is used within a group. Courtesy of Cray Inc.
A Cray XC chassis (Figure 20 on the left) consists of 16 four-node blades with one Aries per
blade. The chassis backplane provides all-to-all connectivity between the blades. Each blade
provides five electrical connectors used to connect to other chassis within the group. Each
Aries also provides 10 global links. These links are taken to connectors on the chassis
backplane. Active optical cables are used to connect the groups together. Regarding the
Structure of a Cray XC system’s electrical group (Figure 20 on the right): each row
represents the 16 Aries in a chassis with four nodes attached to each and connected by the
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chassis backplane. Each column represents a blade in one of the six chassis per two-cabinet
group, connected by copper cables.
System Specifications (most important):
64-bit
Intel®
Xeon®
E5-2600
Series
processors; up to 384 per cabinet
32-128GB per node. Memory bandwidth: Up to
117GB/s per node

Processor
Memory
Interconnect

1 Aries routing and communications ASIC per
four compute nodes. 48 switch ports per Aries
chip
(500GB/s
switching
capacity
per
chip).bDragonfly interconnect

I/O

InfiniBand, 10 Gigabit Ethernet, Fibre Channel (FC)
and Ethernet
Initially up to 3,072 processor cores per system
cabinet, upgradeable.
Peak performance: Initially up to 66 Tflops per
system cabinet
Full line of FC, SAS and IB based disk arrays with
support for FC and SATA disk drives, SONEXION
data storage system
Lustre, Data Virtualization Service (DVS) allows
support for NFS, external Lustre and other file
systems

Performance

Disk Storage
File System

88 kW per compute cabinet, maximum
configuration. Circuit requirements: (2 per
compute cabinet): 100 AMP at 480/277 VAC or
125 AMP at 400/230 VAC (three-phase, neutral
and
ground).
6 kW per blower cabinet, 20 AMP at 480 VAC,
16 AMP at 400 VAC (three-phase, ground) .

Power

IBM’s Blue Gene/Q

Figure 21: Blue Gene/Q packaging hierarchy. Courtesy of IBM Inc.
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Blue Gene/Q packaging hierarchy. Courtesy of IBM Inc.

Blue Gene/Q (BG/Q) [22, 23] is the third generation of scalable, power efficient
supercomputers in the IBM Blue Gene line, following Blue Gene/L and Blue Gene/P. The
BG/Q System on Chip has 16 cores for user code, and a 17th core is reserved for use by the
system software. Each core has four hardware threads. The 64-bit, in-order, PowerPC cores
run at 1.6 GHz. A core can execute two instructions per cycle: a floating point instruction
on one thread and an integer, branch, load or store on another thread. Each core has a
four wide SIMD floating point engine capable of executing 8 floating point operations per
cycle; the peak performance of a node is 204.8 GFlops. A crossbar switch connects the
cores to a 32 MB shared L2 cache, organized as 16 slices with 2 MB per slice.
BG/Q systems consist of compute nodes and IO nodes. Applications run on the compute
nodes while file IO is shipped from a compute to an IO node, where it is then sent over a
PCIe interface to a file system. Compute nodes are interconnected via a five dimensional
(5D) Torus. To support a 5D Torus, 10 bidirectional ports, or links, are required. The logic
implements an additional 11th link, the IO link, which is used to connect the compute and
I/O nodes together. Each Torus link, including the IO link, operates at 2 GB/s; each link/port
can simultaneously send at 2 GB/s and receive at 2 GB/s. To match IO bandwidth to the
external file system, only some compute nodes have the IO link attached to an IO node.
Typically, an IO node is connected to two compute nodes. In addition, to save pins on the
chip, IO nodes use the pins of one of the torus dimensions for the PCIe. A BG/Q compute
node consists of the singlechip module with associated memory. All packets are injected
into a network injection FIFO and all packets are pulled from a network reception FIFO. The
number of FIFOs is sufficient to ensure that all links can be kept busy simultaneously. 32
compute nodes are electrically interconnected to form a 2x2x2x2x2 grid on a node card.
16 node cards comprise a 512-node midplane and two midplanes stack vertically to form a
1024-node rack, with electrical links within midplanes and optical links between
midplanes. Racks may also contain special I/O drawers with Gen-2 PCIe connectivity. The
final BG/Q system scales to 96 racks and beyond. The racks are water cooled to permit
maximum compute density.
Comparing the compute node torus of BG/Q to BG/L [32] and BG/P [33]: the network logic
on BG/P is essentially identical to that of BG/L (the major difference being an increase in
link bandwidth). BG/L has a 3D torus with 175 MB/s per link. Thus each BG/Q link at 2 GB/s
is 11.4 times faster than a BG/L link and the total compute node torus bandwidth on BG/Q
is 19 times that of BG/L. Similarly BG/P has a 3D torus with 425 MB/s links, so BG/Q links
are 4.7 times faster than BG/P links and the total BG/Q compute node torus bandwidth is
7.8 times that of BG/P. In addition to the torus network, BG/L and BG/P have a global
barrier network and a collective network. To reduce cost, simplify inter-midplane cable
connections and to maintain partitionability, since many applications do not use pointtopoint and collective messaging at the same time, BG/Q integrates barrier and collective
functionality onto the torus network. In BG/Q 90% of the raw link bandwidth, 1.8 GB/s,
can be used for user data. The on-chip per hop latency for point-to point packets on BG/Q
is approximately 40 ns compared to approximately 97 ns on BG/L and 46 ns on BG/P.
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System Specifications (most important):

Processor
Memory
Interconnect

I/O Nodes (10 GbE or InfiniBand)
Performance
Power

IBM PowerPC® A2 1.6 GHz, 16 cores per
node
16 GB SDRAM-DDR3 per node (1333 MTps)
5D Torus — 40 GBps; 2.5 μsec latency
Collective network — part of the 5D Torus;
collective
logic
operations supported
Global Barrier/Interrupt — part of 5D Torus
PCIe
x8
Gen2
based
I/O
1 GB Control Network — System Boot, Debug,
Monitoring
16-way SMP processor; configurable in 8,16 or
32 I/O nodes per rack
Peak performance per rack - 209.7 TFlops
Typical 80 kW per rack (estimated) 380-415,
480 VAC 3-phase; maximum 100 kW per rack;
4x60 amp service per rack

Fujit
su K
Com

puter
K-Computer [24, 25, 34] is a massively parallel computer system developed by Fujitsu and
RIKEN as a part of the High Performance Computing Infrastructure (HPCI) initiative led by
Japan's Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. A compute node
consists of a single CPU and interconnect controller. 10 links are used for inter-node
connection at 10 GB/s per link (5GB/s unidirectional).

Compute node of K computer. Courtesy of Fujitsu Inc.

Compute node and system architecture of K computer. Courtesy of Fujitsu Inc.
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The topology is the Tofu interconnect. It is a 6D Mesh/Torus topology. A position in the 6D
Torus is given by six-dimensional coordinates: X, Y, Z, A, B, C. Tofu interconnect is actually
a structure with ABC groups of 3D Mesh/Tori of 2 x 3 x 2 connected by a XYZ 3D Torus.
Within ABC structures, each node has a constant degree of 4 (while in 3D Tori every node
has a constant degree of 6). 4 of the available links are used for ABC interconnection and
the remaining 6 for XYZ. Each pair of adjacent ABC Mesh/Torus is connected with 12 links
[25]. 4 nodes are accommodated on a system board and 24 system boards (96 nodes)
comprise a rack.

Each pair of adjacent ABC Mesh/Torus is interconnected with 12 links. Courtesy of Fujitsu
Inc.
System Specifications (most important):
CPU
Cores/Node
8 cores @2GHz
(SPARC64
128GFlops
Performance
VIIIfx)
SPARC V9 + HPC extension
Architecture
L1(I/D) Cache: 32KB/32KB
Cache
L2 Cache: 6MB
58W(typ. 30C)
Power
64GB/s
Mem. Bandwidth
>10PFlops
Peak Performance
1 CPU/Node
Node
Configuration
16GB (2GB/core)
Mem. Capacity
4 nodes/SB
System Board(SB)
No. of Nodes
24 SBs/rack
Rack
No. of SB
>80.000
System
Nodes/System
6D Mesh/Torus
Interconnect
Topology
5GB/s for each link
Performance
10 links/node
No. of Links
Routing chip structure
Architecture
(no outside switch box)
Dell Stampede
Stampede [35-38] was developed by Dell at Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) as
an NSF-funded project. It is a new HPC system and one of the largest computing systems in
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the world for open science research. A Stampede Zeus Node (Figure 22) consists of 2 Xeon
Intel 8-Core 64-bit E5-processors (16 cores in all) on a single board, and 1 Xeon Phi
coprocessor. The core frequency of E5 processors is 2.7GHz and supports 8 floating-point
operations per clock period with a peak performance of 21.6 GFLOPS/core or 346
GFLOPS/node. Each node contains 32GB of memory (2GB/core). The memory subsystem
has 4 channels from each processor's memory controller to 4 DDR3 ECC DIMMS, each
rated at 1600 MT/s (51.2GB/s for all four channels in a socket). The processor interconnect,
QPI, runs at 8.0 GT/s between sockets. The Intel Xeon Phi is a special production model
with 61 1.1 GHz cores with a peak performance of 16.2 DP GFLOPS/core or 1.0 DP
TFLOPS/Phi. Each coprocessor contains 8GB of GDDR5 memory, with 8 dual-channel
controllers, with a peak memory performance of 320GB/s.

Figure 22: Stampede Zeus compute node. Courtesy of Dell Inc.

Apart from the compute nodes, there are an additional 16 large-memory nodes with 32
cores/node and 1TB of memory for data-intense applications requiring disk caching to
memory and large-memory methods. For visualization and GPGPU processing 128
compute nodes will be augmented with a single NVIDIA K20 GPU on each node with 8GB
of on-board GDDR5 memory. 4 nodes offer login user services.
The Stampede system supports a 14PB global, parallel file storage managed as three Lustre
file systems. Each node contains a local 250GB disk. Also, the TACC Ranch tape archival
system (60 PB capacity) is accessible from Stampede.
Nodes are interconnected with Mellanox FDR InfiniBand technology in a 2-level (cores and
leafs) fat-tree topology. The 56GB/s FDR InfiniBand interconnect consists of Mellanox
switches, fiber cables and HCAs (Host Channel Adapters). Eight core 648-port SX6536
switches and over 320 36-port SX6025 endpoint switches (2 in each compute-node rack)
form a 2-level Clos fat tree topology (Figure 23). Core and endpoint switches have 4.0 and
73 Tb/s capacities, respectively. There is a 5/4 oversubscription at the endpoint (leaf)
switches (20 node input ports: 16 core-switch output ports). Any MPI message is only 5
hops or less from source to destination.
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Figure 23: Stampede interconnect. Courtesy of Dell Inc.

System Specifications (most important):
Processor

Memory
Packaging

Intel 8-core Xeon E5 processor – 2 per node / core freq
@2.7GHz,
Intel 61-core Xeon Phi Coprocessor – 1 per node / core freq
@1.1GHz
32GB
per
node
(host
memory),
additional 8GB on the coprocessor card
6.400 nodes in 160 racks (40 nodes/rack) along with 2 38-port
Mellanox leaf switches

Storage
Interconnect

14+ PB storage. Lustre parallel file system. 4864 3TB drives.
Interconnected nodes with Mellanox FDR InfiniBand technology
in a 2- level(cores and leafs) fat –tree topology @56GB/s

Performance
Power

2+ PF (compute cluster), 7+ PF (coprocessors)
>6MW total power

Nudt Tianhe -1A
TH-1A [39, 40] (Massively Parallel Processing) is a hybrid MPP system with CPUs and GPUs.
The hardware of TH-1A system consists of five subsystems: service subsystem, compute
subsystem, communication subsystem, I/O storage subsystem, monitoring and diagnostic
subsystem. There are 140 racks in the whole TH-1A system, including 112 compute racks,
8 service racks, 6 communication racks, and 14 I/O racks. The entire system occupies
700m2. TH-1A includes 7168 compute nodes and 1024 service nodes. Each compute node
is configured with two Intel CPUs and one NVIDIA GPU. The power efficiency of each
compute node is 785.7MFlops/W. Each service node has two FT-1000 CPUs. There are
totally 23 552 microprocessors, including 14 336 Intel Xeon X5670 CPUs, 2048 FT-1000
CPUs, and 7168 NVIDIA M2050 GPUs. The total memory of the system is 262TB, and the
disk capacity is 2PB. The power consumption at full load is 4.04MW, and the power
efficiency is about 635.1MFlops/W.
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Left: Structure of TH-1A system. Right: Architecture of the interconnection network.
Courtesy of Nudt Inc.
All the subsystems (left image above) are connected through two networks, a fat tree
network for the data exchange among all the nodes and a Giga-Ethernet for monitoring all
the parts of TH-1A system. The fat tree network is a high speed interconnection network,
which connects all the compute nodes, service nodes, I/O management nodes, and I/O
storage nodes. It is constructed by high-radix Network Routing Chips (NRC) and highspeed
Network Interface Chips (NIC). Both NRC and NIC chips are designed by NUDT. The
interconnection topology is an optic-electronic hybrid, hierarchical fat-tree structure with
the bi-directional bandwidth of 160 Gbps and the latency of 1.57 μs. The first layer of the
tree consists of 480 switching boards. In each rack, every 16 nodes connect with each
other through the switch board in the rack. The main boards are connected with the
switch board via a back board. Communication on switching boards uses electrical
transmission. The second layer contains 11 384-port switches connected with QSFP optical
fibers. There are 12 leaf switch boards and 12 root switch boards in each 384-port switch.
A high density back board connects them in an orthotropic way. The switch boards in the
rack are connected to 384-port switches through fibers.
The monitoring network provides functions of monitoring and diagnosing for the entire
system. It is an Ethernet network that connects all the nodes of TH-1A and the monitoring
severs. It can monitor, control, diagnose, and debug the entire system in a real-time way.
The I/O storage system of TH-1A uses the Luster file system. It has 6 I/O management
nodes, 128 I/O storage nodes, and 2PB storage capacity.
System Specifications (most important):
Processor

Two 6-core Intel Xeon X5670 CPUs @ 2.93GHz
and one NVIDIA M2050 GPU @1.15GHz per
compute
node
Two 8-core FT-1000 CPUs @1.0GHz per service
node

Memory
Nodes-Packaging, performance

Total: 262 TB
7.168 compute nodes and 1.024 service nodes
installed in 120 racks.
Peak performance:
4700TFlops

Interconnect

Fat-tree structure with bi-directional bandwidth
@ 160Gbps

Power

4.04MW
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Data Centers
Most of the current Data Centers are based on commodity switches for the
interconnection network. The network is usually a canonical fat-tree 2-Tier or 3-Tier
architecture [41, 42], most times built with Ethernet switches. The servers are
accommodated into racks and are connected through a Top-of-the-Rack Switch (ToR – or
edge tier) using 1 or 10 Gbps links. These ToR switches are further inter-connected
through Aggregate Switches using 10 Gbps or 40 Gbps links in a tree topology. In 3-Tier
topologies one more level is added in which the Aggregate Switches are interconnected in
a fat-tree topology using the Core Switches either at 10 Gbps or 40 Gbps links. Employing
redundant switches at the Aggregation and Core tiers (so that e.g. each ToR switch is
connected to more than one Aggregation Switch and in turn each Aggregation Switch
connected to more than one Core Switch) and multi-path routing as proposed in [41] can
be used to increase the bandwidth of the tree and provide up to full bisection bandwidth
(FBB) at the servers. Note that as opposed to (most of) the HPC systems presented above,
the (fat)-tree networks belong to the indirect family of networks, meaning that some
routing elements (switches) are not connected directly to hosts/servers, but only to other
routing elements.

Typical interconnection network architecture of a Data Center. Courtesy of [41].

6.6 Comparison of HPC systems based on Tori/Meshes
In this section we examine the impact on performance if Phoxtrot routing modules were
used to build some of the real HPC systems presented in the previous section. To have a
fair comparison we assume theoretical idealities such as perfect flow control and routing
and infinite granularity of data flows. Actual performance estimation would be possible
using simulations and more detailed hardware implementation models.
Cray XT
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An HPC interconnect based on XT5 series is Jaguar [21]. It is a 25 x 32 x 24 Torus of 19200
XT5 nodes. A rack consists of 24 XT5 blades, forming a 1 x 4 x 24 subnetwork of the total
25 x 32 x 24 network. A 25 x 32 x 24 Torus has a bisection width of 1200 bi-directional
links, with 1200 . 9.6 GB/s = 11520 GB/s = 92160 Gbps bisection bandwidth. Assuming
uniform traffic and use of all injection bandwidth (3.2 GB/s = 25.6 Gbps), speedup of
0.3750 is achieved and average hop count of hunif =20.24.
Using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip, 4 pairs of waveguides would be required
for host – router connection in order to accommodate 25.6 Gbps injection bandwidth. The
remaining 80 pins could be used for router-to-router connection. Since we have a 3D
Torus, every node will be connected directly with 6 neighbours, using
14
waveguides. A 25 x 32 x 24 Torus using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip would
achieve bisection width of 1200 bundles of 14 pairs of waveguides, meaning 1200 . 14 . 2
= 33600 waveguides and bisection bandwidth 33600 . 8 = 268800 Gbps. Assuming
Uniform traffic and use of all injection bandwidth (3.2 GB/s = 25.6 Gbps), ideal throughput
of 28 Gbps, speedup of ~1.09 is achieved (and average distance of 20.24). Assuming
similar packaging (1 x 2 x 2 network on board, 1 x 4 x 24 rack network) and backplanes of
6 boards (1 x 4 x 6), the required board pinout would be 16.14 = 224 pairs of waveguides,
the required backplane pinout: 68.14 = 952 pairs of optical channels and rack pinout:
248.14 = 3472 pairs of channels.
Using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip, the Torus with the optimal performance at
system level would be a 7D 3 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 5 x 5. Since we have a 7D Torus, every node
will be connected directly with 14 neighbours, using
5 waveguides. It would achieve
bisection width of 9600 bundles of 5 pairs of waveguides, meaning 9600 . 5 . 2 = 96000
waveguides and bisection bandwidth 96000 . 8 = 768000 Gbps. Assuming uniform traffic
and use of all injection bandwidth (3.2 GB/s = 25.6 Gbps), ideal throughput of 80 Gbps
per node, speedup of 3.125 would be achieved and average distance of hunif =7.1.
IBM’s Blue Gene/Q
A 16 x 8 x 8 x 8 x 2 Torus (16 BG/Q compute racks, 16384 nodes) has a bisection width of
2048 bi-directional links, with 2048.4.2 GB/s = 16384 GB/s = 131072 Gbps bisection
bandwidth. Assuming uniform traffic and 25.6 Gbps injection bandwidth (same bandwidth
injected in cray XT5), ideal throughput of 16 Gbps, speedup of 0.6250 is achieved and
average distance of 10.5. A 16 x 16 x 16 x 16 x 2 Torus (128 BG/Q compute racks, 131072
nodes) has a bisection width of 16384 bi-directional links, with 16384 . 4 . 2 GB/s =
131072 GB/s = 1048576 Gbps bisection bandwidth. Assuming Uniform traffic and 25.6
Gbps injection bandwidth, ideal throughput of 16 Gbps per node, speedup of 0.6250 is
achieved and average hop count of hunif =16.5.
Using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip, 4 waveguides would be required for host
– router connection in order to accommodate 25.6 Gbps injection bandwidth. The
remaining 80 pins could be used for router-to-router connection. Since we have a 5D
8
Torus, every node will be connected directly with 10 neighbours, using
waveguides. A 16 x 16 x 16 x 16 x 2 Torus using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip
would achieve bisection width of 16384 bundles of 8 pairs of waveguides, meaning 16384
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.

8 . 2 = 262144 waveguides and bisection bandwidth 262144 . 8 = 2097152 Gbps.
Assuming Uniform traffic, ideal throughput of 32 Gbps per node, speedup of 1.25 is
achieved and average hop count of hunif = of 16.5.

The best Torus design at system level using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip and
25.6 Gbps injection bandwidth would be a 9D 2 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 (131072
nodes). Every node would be connected to 18 neighbours with 4 waveguide pairs. It would
achieve bisection width of 262144 waveguide pairs and bisection bandwidth of 262144.2.8
= 4194304 Gbps, with ideal throughput of 64 Gbps, speedup of 2.5 and average distance
of 8.5. For 16384 nodes it would be a 7D 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 Torus (cube) with ideal
throughput of 80 Gbps, speedup of 3.125 and average hop count of hunif = 7. Every node
would be connected to 14 neighbours with 5 waveguide pairs.
Fujitsu K Computer
Let us assume a 12 x 12 x 12 Torus of 2 x 3 x 2 Torus/Meshes (20736 nodes) (Tofu
interconnect used in K computer). The bisection width of 12 x 12 x 12 is 288. Since each
ABZ is connected with 12 links with its neighboring ABZ cluster, bisection width equals
288 . 12 = 3456 bi-directional links. Bisection bandwidth would be equal to 3456 . 10 =
34560 GB/s = 276480 Gbps. Assuming Uniform traffic and 25.6 Gbps injection bandwidth
(same bandwidth is injected in Cray XT5), ideal throughput of 26.67 Gbps, speedup of
1.0417 is achieved. To calculate average hop count (since Tofu interconnect is not exactly a
6D Torus) we must add average distance along each dimension. We can view the network
as a 2 x 2 x 3 x 12 x 12 x 12 where the first two dimensions (2 x 2) do not contain wrap
around links and the rest do. Following the reasoning described in 4.3, average distance
equals
2∙

2
3

1
3∙2

3
4

1
4∙3

3∙

12
4

10.67

Using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip, 4 waveguides would be required for host
– router connection in order to accommodate 25.6 Gbps injection bandwidth. The
remaining 80 pins could be used for router-to-router connection. Since every node will be
8 waveguides. A 2 x 2 x 3 x 12 x 12 x
connected directly with 10 neighbours, using
12 Tofu using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip would achieve bisection width of
3456 bundles of 8 pairs of waveguides, meaning 3456 . 8 . 2 = 110592 waveguides and
bisection bandwidth 55296 . 8 = 442368 Gbps. Assuming uniform traffic and 25.6 Gbps
injection bandwidth, ideal throughput of 42.75 Gbps, speedup of ~1.67 is achieved (and
average hop count of 10.67).
The Torus with the best performance at system level using the Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic
router chip and 25.6 Gbps injection bandwidth would be a 9D 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 4 x 4
x 4 (20736 nodes). Every node would be connected to 18 neighbours with 4 waveguide
pairs. It would achieve bisection width of 41472 waveguide pairs and bisection bandwidth
of 41472 . 2 . 8 = 663552 Gbps, with ideal throughput of 64 Gbps, speedup of 2.5 and
average hop count of ~ 6.67.
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6.7 Discussion
As we deduce from the early results presented in the previous paragraphs, performance
can be boosted using optical technology for interconnections. Our theoretical studies are
based on a number of simplification assumptions but can give good indicators for the
performance of the topologies and can be used to scan and filter candidate topologies. A
more accurate estimation of performance can be achieved using simulations and hardware
implementation details. This will be possible when the opto-board simulator (under
development in Phox-Trot task T3.2) has been completed.
Our theoretical results showed that the 3D Torus studied above achieved the worst
ideal throughput and average distance, while higher dimensionality Tori such as IBM’s Blue
Gene/Q and Fujitsu’s K achieve better performance for uniform traffic. HPC Tori/Meshes
architectures using Phoxtrot’s Optoelectronic router chip can theoretically achieve much
better performance. Optimal dimensionality will be decided when different traffic patterns
are used and tests are ran in our opto-board simulator. It is known that 3D Tori suffer on
Global communication patterns [28, 29].
Some applications require longer-range
communication once distributed over a parallel machine. Some important classes of
algorithms require non-local communication (e.g., Fourier transforms), while other classes
of applications have unstructured traffic with no underlying data locality. Cray XT, XE and
XK series are all based on 3D Tori [18, 19, 20]. Cray’s supercomputer compute nodes have
excessive capabilities and achieve great performance for non-global application classes, but
performance degrades for global traffic requirements. This has been acknowledged by
Cray [26]. Cray switched to Dragonfly topology [27] for Cray XC series.
For the single mode scenario (3D Photonic router), a topology/architecture different
than a Torus or a Mesh would be suitable due to 4 x 4 routing logic of the router chip. All
12 inputs that enter a side of the single mode router chip will be multiplexed, routed and
demultiplexed together (leaving the same side of the router). In, say, a 3D Torus every
router should be directly connected to 6 neighbouring routers. The 4 x 4 switching logic
would lead to performance losses: in order to route 2 inputs of the same 12 inputs, that
are destined to different sides (say 1 headed north and 1 south in y axis), all 12 inputs
should be routed together first north and then south on y axis, introducing higher latency
and high buffering demands as a result. For the single mode scenario, probably an indirect
topology or a mixture of direct and indirect topologies would be more suitable.
The interconnection topology plays a very significant role in performance. Performance
can be degraded due to topology constraints, even if high channel rates and excessive
bandwidth are available. Theoretical analysis allows design of more efficient and wellbalanced topologies that do not exhibit bottlenecks at the different hierarchical levels.
Currently performance metrics under uniform traffic are used. Uniform traffic is a good
estimate for workloads where global bandwidth is required [26], though it does not
introduce traffic imbalances for performance stressing. We plan to extend our studies to
consider indirect topologies, such as fat trees (used in Data Centers) as well as hybrid
topologies, evaluate candidate topologies under different traffic patterns and find the best
of them regarding performance and scalability. Loss models will be also incorporated in our
studies. A design strategy could be to design the network under ideal conditions and add
regenerators or amplification where needed. Alternatively, the number of waveguides for
module-to-module connection could vary depending on the losses experienced. For
example, more waveguides could be used for interconnection of modules in different
boards.
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Appendix: Review of optical interconnects for HPC and Data
Center architectures
In this appendix a short literature review of proposed optical interconnects for HPC and
Data Centers is presented. The majority of the proposed architectures target rack-to-rack
and/or board-to-board communication levels.
A proposed architecture for HPC environments using optical interconnects is RAPID [43].
The routing scheme is circuit switching. It is defined as a three-tuple (C, B, D), where C is
the number of clusters, B the number of boards per cluster, D the number of nodes per
board. The total number of nodes is N = C x B x D. The nodes on board are interconnected
via intra-board optical interconnection. The topology between boards is a point-to-point
topology. Many clusters can be interconnected by multiplexing wavelengths, using bidirectional AWGs (Arrayed-Waveguide Grating) – no extra waveguides are needed for
inter-cluster communication. RAPID can be dynamically reconfigured in the sense that the
transmitter ports can be reconfigured to different wavelengths in order to reach different
,
boards. For board-to-board communication
wavelength is used. i is the specific
wavelength, s: source board number, c: source cluster. In case of increased traffic loads,
more wavelengths can be used for node-to-node communication thus increasing the
aggregate bandwidth of this link. In the control plane a static Routing and Wavelength
Allocation (RWA) manager is used for the control of the transmitters and the receivers. It
achieves lower latency and higher throughput for many traffic patterns compared to
electronic networks (such as electronic Fat trees, Tori, hypercubes). A worst-case scenario is
complement traffic pattern, where all nodes of one board communicate with all nodes
located on a different board. In this case, contention for the same wavelength occurs
resulting to low throughput and high average latency.

RAPID architecture. Courtesy of [43].
In [44] a scalable, bufferless optical switch fabric that includes interconnected arrayed
waveguide grating routers (AWGRs) and tunable wavelength converters (TWCs) was
presented. The routing scheme is packet switching. The optical fabric is integrated with
electronic buffering and control to perform highspeed switching with nanosecond-level
reconfiguration overhead. The Petabit switch fabric adopts a three-stage Clos network and
each stage consists of an array of AWGRs that are used for the passive routing of packets.
In the first stage, the tunable lasers are used to route the packets through the AWGRs,
while in the second and in the third stage TWC are used to convert the wavelength and
route accordingly the packets to destination port.
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Petabit switch architecture. Courtesy of [44].
In [45], a low-latency optical broadcast-and-select architecture based on wavelength- and
space- division multiplexing targeted for HPC was presented. The routing scheme is packet
switching. The broadcast and select architecture takes place in two different stages. In the
first stage, multiple wavelengths are multiplexed in a common WDM line and are
broadcasted to all the modules of the second stage through a coupler. The second stage
use SOAs (Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers) as fiber-selector gates to select the
wavelength that will be forwarded to the output. The all-optical switch is realized as a
64×128 fabric, and each egress adapter has two receivers (Rx) for optimized performance.
All-optical data paths operate at 40 Gbps.
Proteus [46] is an all-optical architecture based on Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS)
modules and a MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Switch) - based optical switching matrix.
The routing scheme is circuit switching. Each Top of Rack (ToR) switch has several optical
transceivers operating at different wavelengths. The optical wavelengths are multiplexed
and then routed to a WSS. The WSS multiplexes each wavelength to up to k different
groups and each group in connected to a port in the MEMS optical switch. Thus a pointto-point connection is established between the ToR switches. On the receiver’s path, all of
the wavelengths are de-multiplexed and routed to the optical transceiver. The switching
configuration of the MEMS determines which set of ToRs are connected directly while the
rest of the ToRs are connected using hop-by- hop communication.
The proposed scheme in [47] is based on bidirectional SOAs 2x2 switches that can be
scaled in a tree-based topology. The routing scheme is circuit switching. Each of the
switching nodes is a SOA-based 2x2 switch that consists of six SOAs. Each port can
establish any connection with the other ports in nanoseconds. The switching nodes are
connected as a Banyan network (k-ary, n-trees) supporting kn processing nodes.
The switching in the DOS architecture [48] is based on Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router
(AWGR) that allows contention resolution in the wavelength domain. The routing scheme
is packet switching. The cyclic wavelength routing characteristics of the AWGR allows
different inputs to reach the same output simultaneously. The optical switch fabric consists
of an array of tunable wavelength converters (one for each node), an AWGR and a
loopback shared buffer. Each node can access any other node through the AWGR by
configuring the transmitting wavelength of the TWC. The switch fabric is configured by the
control plane that controls the TWC. The control plane is used for the contention
resolution of the ports that address the same output port.
IRIS architecture [49] is based on a three-stage switch. The routing scheme is packet
switching. Each ToR switch is connected to a port of the first stage using N WDM
wavelengths. The first stage consists of an array of wavelength switches, and each
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wavelength switch is based on an array of all-optical SOA-based wavelength converters
that is used for the wavelength routing. The second stage is a time switch that consists of
an array of optical time buffers. The time switch is composed of an array of wavelength
converters and two AWG interconnected with a number of optical lines, each one with
different delays. Based on the delay that needs to be added, the wavelength converter
converts the optical signal to a specific wavelength that is forwarded to the AWG with the
required time delay. The delayed signals are multiplexed through a second AWG and are
routed to the third stage (a second space switch). Based on the final destination port, the
signal is converted to the required wavelength for the AWG routing. Using 40 Gb/s data
packets and 80x80 AWGs allows this architecture to scale to 802x40 Gb/s = 256 Tb/s.
In [50] space-wavelength switching architecture is proposed. The routing scheme is circuit
switching. Nodes are grouped in cards. Each node has up to N ports and each port is
connected through an intra-card scheduler to an array of fixed lasers, each one
transmitting at different wavelength. Each laser is connected to an electrical-to-optical
transceiver and these transceivers are connected to 1xM space switch. The 1xM space
switch fabric is composed by an array of SOAs forming a tree structure (it interconnects
cards). For the reception, each port is equipped with a fixed receiver, tuned on a specific
wavelength. To switch a packet from an input port to its output port, the destination card
is selected by setting the 1xM space switch, while its destination port on the card is
selected by selecting the wavelength to be modulated.
The data vortex topology proposed in [51] is composed entirely of 2x2 switching elements
arranged in a fully connected, directed graph with terminal symmetry. The single-packet
routing nodes are wholly distributed and require no centralized arbitration. The topology is
divided into hierarchies or cylinders, which are analogous to the stages in a conventional
banyan network. The data vortex topology exhibits a modular architecture. For the data
vortex that is based on 2x2 switches, the number of intermediate nodes M scales
logarithmically with the number of ports N.
Finally, hybrid architectures (electrical and optical) have also been proposed in the literature
[52, 53]. In [52] the Top of Rack switches are connected both to an electrical packet based
network (based on commodity switches) and an optical circuit-based network. The optical
switch must be configured in a way that pairs of rack with high bandwidth demands are
connected through this optical switch. In [53] a similar approach is followed but WDM links
are used for the optical circuits. The electrical packet switches are used for all-to-all
communication of the pod switches, while the optical circuit switches are used for high
bandwidth, slowly changing (and usually long lived) communication between the pod
switches.
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